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SECTION I

Introduction:

Review of the Literature

Introduction

The courageous (or serendipitous) exodus of our ancient ancestors from
their water environment onto land, involved a remarkable series of
physiological adaptations (173).

Maintenance of intracellular stability

became closely linked to the regulation of an internal fluid volume bathing
the cells, and an intricate control system evolved to preserve both the volume
and composition of this extracellular fluid.
Man extended the demands on this homeostatic system when he stood erect,
thus adding a further requirement - the ability to counterbalance the
hydrostatic force of gravity.

Orthostatic intolerance, well-recognized for

its attendant mortality, certainly when crucifixion was a popular means of
execution, and long noted in association with prolonged bedrest, has received
little attention until recently.

Man's space explorations have exposed him

both to a weightlessness environment, and to a gravitational force markedly
different from earth's.

Thus interest has intensified in understanding the

physiological adaptations to induced or simulated postural fluid shifts.
The demands upon the extracellular volume regulatory system are so
sufficiently varied that conditions supplying conflicting stimuli may arise,
requiring some compromise on the part of one homeostatic goal versus another.
For example, osmoregulation is generally controlled (stringently) by balances
of food and fluid intake, urine and insensible losses, and antidiuretic
hormone (ADH) secretion (185).

However, in situations where volume is also

compromised, adjustments favor the preservation of adequate volume (and
circulation), and will supercede attempts to maintain fluid composition
(62,64).
This apparent preeminence of volume regulation has led to an intensive
investigation into the possible existence of volume-sensitive receptors.
- 2 -

Gauer and Henry (65) first pointed out that the low-pressure, highly compliant
intrathoracic vascular bed was particularly well-suited to serve as the region
for volume sensitivity.

Their studies used experimental procedures that

redistributed body fluids into the central thoracic vasculature.

They were

thus able to demonstrate the existence of volume stretch receptors, located
primarily in the left and right atrial-pulmonary vascular junctions.
Stimulation of these receptors produced characteristic urinary responses
consisting of a prompt diuresis and natriuresis, presumably as a homeostatic
reflex to reduce what was perceived as an overexpanded blood volume.

As

summarized in Figure 1, several efferent pathways have been subsequently
described in the control of these urinary responses; these include decreases
in ADH secretion, efferent renal nerve activity, and renin-angiotensinaldosterone production, and possible increases in a humoral natriuretic factor
and in renal prostaglandins.

Extensive exploration of the past decade into

the renal, neuro-endocrine, and cardiovascular responses to stimuli such as
direct atrial balloon stretch, head-out water immersion, bedrest, negative
pressure breathing, and volume expansion (with dextrose, plasma and whole
blood, and saline), have provided numerous advances in our understanding of
the physiology and pathophysiology of volume regulation (37,39,48,63,64,75,
109,151,157,163,164).

In addition to being methods of volume receptor

stimulation, most of these experimental procedures have served as models of
postural fluid shifts from the lower body into the intrathoracic space, and as
such have provided the basis for hypotheses concerning the physiological
effects of weightlessness.
Several issues concerning homeostatic responses to postural fluid shifts
have not received as much attention in recent literature, however.

Man

normally assumes recumbency at night and is thereby subject to a cephalad

- 3 -
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Figure 1.

Afferent and efferent reflex responses to intrathoracic
volume expansion. Stimuli such as lower body positive
pressure, water immersion, and weightlessness, redistri¬
bute fluid from the lower dependent limbs into the intra¬
thoracic space. Left and right atrial stretch reseptors
are stimulated and relay signals to brainstem and pituitary
hypothalamic relay centers. These in turn mediate a
reduction in anti diuretic hormone secretion, efferent
renal nerve activity, and renin secretion, and induce an
increase in renal prostaglandin production and a natriure¬
tic factor.
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fluid redistribution due to the lack of hydrostatic gradients.

However, even

when food and fluid intake are equi-distributed throughout the 24 hr day,
nocturnal bedrest is associated with a decrease in urine flow and sodium
excretion as compared to rates during the daytime - upright position; this is
in contrast to what would be predicted by the volume receptor reflex
hypothesis.

This apparent influence of the circadian timing system on the

various reflex responses to central vascular expansion induced by fluid shifts
is a main concern of this dissertation.
The second major area examined in this thesis concerns the presence of
long-term adapations to persistent cephalad fluid redistribution.

This has

been a subject of recent attention, particularly as it pertains to the
understanding of the pathophysiology of congestive heart failure, as well as
to the ability of man to adjust to chronic weightlessness during prolonged
space missions.

However, few experimental protocols have been able to

continuously examine the responses to central vascular expansion over many
consecutive days.
We have developed a system in which squirrel monkeys (Saimiri sciureus),
maintained in fully automated and controlled isolation chambers, are subjected
to cephalad fluid shifts by the exposure to lower body positive air pressure
(LBPP).

By using a non-invasive, non-noxious procedure, we avoided the

complicating effects of anesthesia, which has been a requirement in most of
the studies that have been conducted with non-human primates and other lower
species.

The squirrel monkey, a diurnal animal, assumes a more

erect posture

during the day, unlike quadrepeds such as dogs, cats, and rats, and as such
may provide a better model to the changes observed in man.
In the following sections of this review, the various reflex pathways
and mechanisms that have been reported to mediate the response to

-
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cardiopulmonary receptor stimulation will be reviewed.

The data is drawn

primarily from studies using the techniques of atrial balloon distension in
anesthetized dogs, and head-out water immersion in man.

The chapter proceeds

with a description of the circadian control of urinary and hormonal rhythms,
and its interaction with postural fluid shifts.

Finally a review of the major

findings from the Apollo and Skylab space missions, as well as long-term
bedrest studies, concludes the chapter.

-
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Afferent Reflex Pathways

The proposal that circulatory volume might be regulated by a system of
vascular receptors able to sense a "fullness in the blood stream" and to
provoke a "diuresis on the part of the kidney", was first advanced by Peters
in 1935 (149).

It was well-recognized that non-hypertensive infusions of

iso-oncotic fluid could induce increases in renal water and sodium excretion,
and that non-hypertensive hemmorhage could induce oliguria.

Sjostrand (170)

demonstrated that the pulmonary vascular bed served as a primary blood volume
reservoir, able to accommodate almost 80% of the volume displaced from the
lower extremities upon assuming recumbency.

Using a technique of negative

pressure breathing in anesthetized dogs,Gauer et.al.(65) produced a consistent
diuresis associated with the experimentally induced enhancement of
intrathoracic volume, and argued that stretch receptors in the pulmonary
circulation and/or atria and great veins might represent the sensory mechanism
for plasma volume control.

In a later study, Henry et.al. (84) demonstrated

that selective distension of the left atrium (via intra atrial balloons)
induced a prompt diuresis, whereas distension of the pulmonary veins and
artery were not associated with a significant increase in urine flow.

Henry

and Pearce (85) identified afferent vagal fibres whose main burst of activity
was synchronous with the 'v1 wave of atrial filling and whose firing could be
markedly increased by distension of the left atria, negative pressure
breathing, and plasma volume expansion.

Enhanced activity of these fibres was

associated with a significant diuresis, and it was further shown that this
diuretic response could be abolished by bilateral cooling of the vagi.
Similar findings were reported following distension of the left atrial
appendage, and the right atrium (97,98), and although inconsistently observed,
a natriuresis often accompanied the elevated urine flow.
7

Concurrent with this work in defining the location and characteristics
of the atrial volume receptors by purely physiologic means, additional
histologic evidence of two types of receptors—both unencapsulated endings of
medullated nerve fibres—were made by Paintal in cats (145), and by Coleridge
in dogs (30).

The predominant type B receptors discharged synchronously with

the 1v1 wave of rapid atrial filling, and were electrically quiet during the
'a' wave of atrial contraction.

Thus these fibres were not triggered by

increases in atrial pressure, but rather represented volume sensors responding
to atrial stretch.

A type-A-fibre, in contrast, demonstrated maximal firing

during atrial contraction.

There are some reports indicating that B receptors

lie in parallel with heart muscle fibres, whereas A receptors are positioned
in series (145).

However, generally these fibres appear histologically

indistinguishable (125).
Ledsome and Linden (120), and Johnson et.al. (91) supported the
hypothesis that the mechanical stimulation of atrial stretch receptors travels
via vagal afferent pathways.

Both investigators reported marked reductions in

the predominantly free-water diuresis induced by left-atrial distension (LAD)
following vagotomy.

However, in many studies utilizing iso-oncotic dextran or

artificial blood infusions to induce (non-hypertensive) circulatory volume
expansion, the results following vagotomy have been more complex.

Vagotomy,

although often reducing the diuresis of volume expansion, usually by
diminishing the free-water clearance, does not suppress the natriuretic
response nor the enhanced V associated with the increase in

V.

Gilmore

and Weisfeldt (74) examined the responses to plasma volume expansion in
normal, vagotomized, and carotid sinus denervated anesthetized dogs.

They

reported that both denervation procedures led to significant decreases in the
diuresis; however, neither substantially affected the natriuretic response.

-
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They concluded that although vagal afferents might mediate the free-water
diuresis, nonvagal fibres - perhaps sympathetic afferents - comprised the
pathway for the natriuretic responses.

Perlmutt (149) corroborated this

finding by demonstrating a rise in ADH and a fall in Cu . followinq
vagotomy in dogs undergoing a mild water diuresis.

Other found that chronic

cardiac denervation or chronic interruption of thoracic and lower cervial
sympathetic ganglia did significantly attenuate both natriuretic and diuretic
responses to intravascular volume expansion in anesthetized dogs (72).
McDonald et.al. (129), using saline infusions, noted a reduction in the
natriuresis with Cg cord section, but not with Tg or Cg-Tg posterior
rhizotomy, with or without vagotomy.

They concluded that the natriuresis was

not mediated by sympathetic cardiac afferents, but rather that adrenergic
efferents (transected at Cg, but not below) might modify renal responses to
cardiovascular changes induced by the infusions.

Recently, Gilmore et.al.

(72) have reported similar findings in the macaque; dorsal rhizotomy did not
alter either natriuretic or diuretic responses to intravascular volume
expansion.
Increases in left (and right) atrial pressure were also observed to
induce a reflex increase in heart rate (HR).

Bainbridge (8) was the first to

indicate that the elevations of HR following intravenous infusions in
anesthetized dogs was a true reflex response, with the efferent pathway in
both the vagus and sympathetic nerves, and the afferent path primarily via the
vagus.

A number of subsequent studies, however, did not always sustain this

finding (1,29,87,147) and it was noted that the pattern of chronotropic change
was in large part dependent on the resting heart rate.

In the early studies

of Gauer et.al. (65) and Henry and Pearce (85), using both negative pressure
breathing (a non-specific stimulus)and selective atrial balloon distension.

9

elevations in HR were frequently observed.

Ledsome and Linden (120) reported

average increases of 21/min. following left atrial distension, and
demonstrated that dissection of the ansa subclavia, and pharmacologic
sympathectomy using bretylium tosylate could eliminate this response.
Furthermore, bilateral

vagotomy at the level of the right lung root and at

the upper aortic border on the left also abolished the responses.

Kappagoda

(96) demonstrated similar reflex responses following right atrial-superior
vena caval junction distension, and was able to abolish the responses by nerve
interventions similar to those used by Ledsome and Linden.

It was concluded

that the efferent pathway lay solely in the sympathetic nerves, and that the
afferent limb was partly transmitted through both vagi.

In a recent study,

Kollai et.al. (Ill) have also identified vagal efferents stimulated
concomitantly with sympathetic efferents during left and right atrial stretch,
although their role in the reflex remains unclear.
Studies in primates (including man) using head-out water immersion have
raised questions as to the direct applicability to man of previous findings in
anesthetized dog models.

Arborelius (5) demonstrated that head-out water

immersion in human subjects produced a cephalad shift of lower body fluid,
increasing central blood volume by approximately 700 ml and raising right
atrial transmural pressure by 13 mm Hg.

This resulted in an increase in V and

UNaV> although interestingly no change in HR was observed.

X-ray kymography

showed that the large proportion of the redistributed blood volume residing in
the heart was located in the atria (47).

Thus the diuresis and natriuresis

induced by immersion was thought to be invoked via atrial stretch volume
receptors similar to those observed in dog studies (64).

Using non-human

primates, Gilmore and Zucker (76,77) have recently reported, however, that
contrary to investigations in dogs, vagotomy does not suppress the natriuresis

10
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nor the diuresis of water immersion.

They further report that left atrial

balloon distension does not induce significant increases in V,
UNaV*

^ or

Neither °f these studies report reflex changes in heart rate, in

spite of increases in CVP.

Other investigators have questioned the nature of

volume redistribution produced by water-immersion.

Reports of significant

hemodilution (rather than an expected concentration associated with the reflex
diuresis) during the initial phase of immersion have prompted suggestions that
shifts of intracellular fluid into the blood stream may be more important in
triggering the diuresis than volume receptor stimulation (106).

Evaluations

of these results have been complicated by their use of varying techniques of
water-immersion, anesthesia, and different experimental subjects.

Considered

together, however, they do suggest that the "classic" atrial volume receptor
reflex and Bainbridge response may not be entirely appropriate in primates
( 76,77,78).

11

Efferent Reflex Pathways

1)

Antidiuretic Hormone (Arginine Vasopressin) Suppression
The diuresis promptly elicited following balloon distension of the atria

or atrial appendages often consisted of a pronounced rise in free-water
clearance.

This finding led Gauer et.al. (65) to suggest in 1954 that a major

component mediating the efferent renal response to central vascular distension
was a reflex fall in antidiuretic hormone (ADH) secretion.

In a study on the

effects of small increases in left atrial appendage distension (8 cm H^O),
Johnson et.al. (91) reported a significant 30% fall in serum ADH levels
associated with a 13% increase in V and a slight fall in T^

They

obtained a highly significant negative correlation line (with a slope of
-0.45 ± .1 U/ml per cmH^O increase) between changes in left atrial
transmural pressure and plasma ADH levels.

In this study, UNaV, and C0sm

did not change appreciably with atrial stretch.

Brennan et.al. (24) compared

the effects of right versus left atrial distension and found that a reflex
suppression of ADH could be induced only by left atrial stretch greater than 4
cm H2O.

Increases in right-sided atrial transmural pressures (mean of 7

crr^O) produced no change in ADH plasma levels; however they did effect a
decrease in plasma renin.
Although these studies established that a diminution in ADH secretion
occurred during the diuresis of left atrial distension (LAD), other
investigations in which vasopressin was simultaneously infused during LAD were
unable to eliminate the diuretic response.

Ledsome and Mason (122) reported

that infusions of vasopressin at four different rates varied the responses to
LAD.

In their controls LAD produced a 68% increase in V, and increased both

C|^q and CQsm.

Vasopressin infusions of greater than 400/jU/kg/min were

12
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required to prevent that rise in

^ (or fall in UQsm) in response to

LAD; yet even at these rates, the increase in CQsm remained unaffected and
the diuresis, although significantly reduced, was not altogether inhibited.
These unusually high rates (greater than those used in previous studies (121))
were needed to produce a maximal antidiuresis in the anesthetized dog.

They

were much greater than the levels required to induce the same antidiuresis in
conscious animals (59,60,122).

Thus it seemed that decreases in ADH following

LAD might only explain part of the diuretic response, and that the enhanced
CQsm and associated increase in V was governed by a separate mechanism.

By

supplying I.M. arginine vasopressin (AVP) and then adding a continuous
infusion of 25 yU/kg/min, Gillespie et.al. (71) were similarly able to show
that exogenous ADH could only partially inhibit the diuresis (by 30%) induced
by LAD.

These investigators also noted significant increases in Cgsm mostly

due to enhanced UNaV and U^V, and neither of these changes were affected
by the exogenous vasopressin.
Two reports of Kappagoda et.al. in 1974 and 1975 (99,100) deepened the
controversy by arguing that ADH did not play any significant role in the
mediation of the LAD-diuresis.

Using both LAD and distension of balloons at

the pulmonary vein-left atrial junction, these studies failed to demonstrate
consistent decreases in ADH plasma levels in spite of 70-113% increases in V
and 18% rises in U^V (99).

In the later report, electrical pituitary

ablation (with variable histological confirmation but consistent functional
evidence of sufficient lesions) did not suppress the diuresis (75% increase in
V) nor the natriuresis (68% increase in UNaV) observed following LAD (100).
These investigators noted that in the Ledsome and Mason study (122),
vasoactive properties of the high ADH infusion rates might have directly
stimulated a natriuresis, and that Gillespie et.al. (71) failed to document
that a maximal ADH anti diuretic effect was achieved at the infusion rates used.
13
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DeTorrente et.al. (35) in 1975 reaffirmed the role of ADH suppression in
the reflex response to LAD.

Intact, anesthetized dogs demonstrated a 55%

reduction in plasma ADH concentration following LAD, whereas hypophysectomized
animals who additionally received 240 yU/kg/min of vasopressin did not diurese
in response to LAD.

These investigators used a radio-immune assay for

arginine vasopressin determinations, considered to be much more sensitive than
the bioassays utilized in all of the previous reports.

They further noted

that acute hypophysectomy (versus the electrical lesions of Kappagoda) assured
complete lesions, pointing out that only 17% of the pituitary is required to
prevent diabetes insipidus (35).
Several investigators have attempted to establish that hypothalamic
nuclei known to control ADH secretion in response to osmotic stimuli
(supraoptic and paraventricular nuclei) are also activated by stimulation of
atrial volume receptors.

In a study by Menninger and Frazier (132),

hypothalamic nuclei responses were quite variable both to intravascular
expansion and to LAD, although all of the cells that did respond to LAD were
also activated by osmotic stimuli.

In a recent and elegant study, Koizumi

et.al. (110) identified 42 neurosecretory cells in the paraventricular and
supraoptic nuclei by antidromal stimulation of the pituitary, and in all but
one, LAD was associated with an average 80% reduction in firing rate.
Bilateral neck section of the vagi eliminated the responses in both nuclei.
In response to right atrial distension, the same hypothalamic neurons
diminished their firing rate, but to a lesser extent than that observed with
LAD.

This corroborated the findings of Brennan et.al. (24) who, as mentioned

above, noted a decrease in ADH concentration following left but not right
atrial distension.
In fluid deprived human subjects, water immersion has been shown to
induce a diuresis and natriuresis with a decrease in UQsm (57).

14
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Although

-

urinary ADH excretion (measured by radio-immune assay) decreased by 50%,
tubular water reabsorbtion (“C^ g or Tfj g) remained unchanged,
while Cgsm (mostly due to U^aV) increased by nearly 100% by the third hour
of immersion.

These findings contrasted to those of similar investigations

using hydrated subjects (50,56) who displayed both a reduction in
and an increase in Cgsm and UNaV.

g

This dependence (of a free-water

diuresis following water-immersion in man) on the prior state of hydration
corroborated earlier findings (15).

It was hypothesized that in the case of

well hydrated subjects, a reflex fall in ADH secretion following
water-immersion could explain the observed increase in CH g.

Although a

reduction in urinary ADH excretion was also observed in fluid deprived
subjects, the levels remained sufficiently elevated to maintain hypertonic
urine.

In this case the diuresis was a pure osmotic diuresis; the associated

fall in Ugsm was attributed to an enhanced distal tubular delivery of
solutes (primarily sodium) secondary to a decrease in proximal tubular
reabsorption (57).
In summary, the majority of evidence tends to support the hypothesis
that central vascular expansion and/or atrial volume receptor stimulation
induces a reflex suppression of ADH secretion (via vagal afferent pathways),
which in turn enhances free-water excretion.

However, the diuretic response

often involves an additional increase in osmolar clearance which is neither
mediated nor suppressed by exogenous vasopressin.

In man, the expression of a

free water or osmotic diuresis (or both) appears dependent upon the prior
state of hydration.

The relative importance of ADH suppression to the final

diuresis may depend on such factors as the species involved, the presence or
absense of anesthesia, and the extent of any concomitant

-
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natriuresis.

2)

Efferent Renal Nerve Activity (ERNA)
The physiological significance of renal innervation in the regulation of

sodium and water excretion has been historically debated.

Several

investigators (130,142) demonstrated that the kidney was supplied with
extensive nervous input, principally sympathetic fibres travelling along the
arterial blood vessels and terminating in the afferent and efferent arterioles
and vasa recta.
innervation.

These studies did not find evidence of direct tubular

However studies using electron microscopic histochemical

fluorescence techniques in monkey kidneys (9,10) and later in dogs' kidneys
(39), confirmed direct contact of adrenergic nerve terminals with basement
membranes of both proximal and distal tubules.
Early studies reported that unilateral denervation in anesthetized dogs
produced increases in renal blood flow (RBF), glomerular filtration rate (GFR)
and UNaV in the denervated kidney as compared to the contralateral
innervated one (19,179).

When the same investigators used conscious animals

they noted no significant differences between denervated and innervated renal
function, and concluded that under normal conditions, renal innervation has
minimal physiological effects.

Yet studies in conscious humans with

guanethidine induced sympathetic blockade found inhibition of the normally
diminished U^v following sodium deprivation (68,69).

It was also shown

that the escape from mineralicorticoid-induced sodium retention occurred
earlier in the presence of guanethidine (68,70).

In both studies

^ and

UKV were not affected.
Evidence from a series of investigations seemed to confirm a principal
direct tubular effect of renal nerve activity on changes in urine flow and
sodium excretion.

Bonjour et.al. (21) found that denervation yielded

significant increases in both U^v and V with not alteration in GFR, RBF, or
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filtration fraction (FF); however, the tubular sodium rejection fraction
increased.

Despite the use of aortic clamping to alter renal perfusion

pressure and microsphere infusion to depress GFR, relative elevations in
sodium and water excretion from the denervated kidney persisted.

In another

study (172), combined saline loading and acute caval constriction produced a
prompt antinatriuresis.

This response abated following renal sympathectomy by

use of phenoxybenzamine, surgical dennervation, or guanethidine, and in each
instance, micropuncture revealed a fall in proximal fractional sodium
reabsorption.

Radio-labeled microspheres indicated that the changes

associated with renal sympathectomy were not due to alterations in renal blood
flow distribution (i.e. from juxtamedul1 ary to more cortical nephrons (26)),
which suggested a direct tubular effect.
Because of evidence that renal nerve stimulation could produce a release
of renin (115) and prostaglandins (43), several studies were conducted to
evaluate the possible mediating roles of angiotensin II-antagonist (191),
renal nerve stimulation produced a further decrease in U^V without changing
the other variables.

Nerve stimulation levels did have to be increased to

achieve changes in UNAV’ which suggested that under normal circumstances
angiotensin II might serve to potentiate the responses to renal nerve
stimulation.

In a companion study, DiBona et.al. (40) infused indomethacin

into the renal artery, and found no significant change in the anti natriuretic
response to subsequent renal nerve stimulation.
Confirmation of these results has been provided by Bellos-Reuss et.al.
(16,17) and Colindres and Gottschalk (31) studies using micro-puncture single
nephron analysis techniques.
25% decrease in V and

Stimulation of the splanchnic nerve produced a

V with significant increases in fractional sodium

and water reabsorption in the late proximal tubule, but no changes in single
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nephron GFR or

Surgical renal denervation induced marked elevations

of both V and

without changes in renal hemodynamic parameters, and only

in the proximal tubule was absolute reabsorption of sodium and water reduced.
Slight increases in sodium reabsorption were noted elsewhere along the
nephron, particularly in the late distal tubule; however these were not
sufficient to prevent the increase in UNaV.

Further, no changes in

peritubular and intracapillary pressures were found-thus altered physical
forces were not responsible for the dimunution in proximal reabsorption.

In

these as well as most other studies using unilateral surgical denervation,
sham operations were performed on the opposite kidney denervation.

The

finding that alterations in excretion function occurred unilaterally (only in
the denervated kidney) argued against the involvement of humoral mediators
that would have access to the bloodstream and therefore affect both kidneys
(17,39).
The findings of Ledsome and Mason, Gillespie, Epstein, and others of a
major natriuretic component in the response to direct or induced central
vascular expansion, in conjunction with the expanding body of evidence
suggesting a role for diminshed renal activity in the promotion of sodium and
water excretion, generated interest in establishing a possible connection
between the phenomena.

Karim et.al. (102) measured the responses of renal

sympathetic efferents during left atrial distension and found a 27% decrease
in activity.

As in the case of the diuretic response, the change in nerve

activity could be abolished by cooling of the vagi.

The investigators found

simultaneous increases in cardiac sympathetic activity (with increases in HR)
and no changes in lumbar or splanchnic sympathetic efferents.

Thus an unusual

characteristic of the neural responses to LAD was the ability to effect
directionally different activations of varying fractions of the efferent
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sympathetic nervous system.

A more recent study (152) also examined the

effects on renal efferent activity (ERNA) following left atrial stretch and
additionally used a supraaortic clamp to insure that renal perfussion pressure
remained constant.

LAD induced increases of nearly 100% in U^V and 70% in

V with significant decreases in ERNA, without changing GFR or RBF (measured by
flowmeter), or altering intrarenal blood flow distribution (measured by
radiolabeled microspheres).

Bilateral vagotomy abolished the three responses

to LAD, and while vasopressin infusion reduced the diuresis, it did not
prominently affect the natriuresis or the suppression of ERNA.

Stellate

ganglion stimulation also elevated UNaV and V while reducing ERNA; however,
in this case, vagotomy was only partially successful in abolishing the
responses, and carotid sinus denervation was necessary to eliminate them.
Thus the natriuretic response to LAD might be secondary to reductions in
ERNA.

The afferent pathway seems mediated by both volume receptors via the

vagus, and baroceptors via sympathetics in the carotid sinus and aortic arch.
Kappagoda et.al. (101) (using anesthetized dogs and LAD) and Shad & Seller (in
conscious cats subjected to dextran volume expansion (161)) provided
additional confirmation for the role of ERNA suppression in the natriuresis of
central vascular expansion.
Studies of the role or ERNA suppression to the natriuresis and diuresis
of water inmersion in man have been difficult to perform.

Although renal

transplant patients have provided a setting for acute renal denervation, many
other complications and treatments necessitated in transplant procedures have
made specific changes in salt and water handling hard to evaluate.

Water

inmersion induces a pronounced natriuresis, the extent and time course of
which have been shown to depend on the depth of immersion, and the prior
dietary salt intake (48,50,56).

Epstein measured PAH and innulin clearances
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in human subjects undergoing immersion and noted no significant changes (53).
The importance of the renal nerves, although hypothesized (48) has yet to be
demonstrated in this experimental setting.

Renin-Angiotensin-Aldosterone

For many years the sole function of the renin-angiotensin system was
thought to be the regulation of blood pressure.

Since 1960, when it was

discovered that angiotensin II stimulated aldosterone secretion, its role has
been greatly expanded to include major controls on salt and water balance
(153).

Early studies noted increases in both aldosterone and plasma renin

activity (PRA) in dogs with supradiaphragmatic inferior vena caval
constriction (11,86), presumably induced by the fall in cardiac output due to
decreased venous return.

Other volume stimuli such as hemmorrhage and

postural changes from recumbent to erect positions also produced a release of
renin (7,183).

If a fall in thoracic volume could increase PRA, then it would

seem possible that the opposite stimuli associated with water-immersion or
atrial stretch might lower PRA.
Brennan et.al. (24) demonstrated a reflex fall in peripheral PRA in
response to right but not to left atrial distension.

This agreed with an

earlier report of Anderson et.al. (4) who measured 50% decreases in
aldosterone following right but not left atrial distension.

More recently

Zehr et.al. (193) inflated balloons in the left atrial pulmonary junction and
produced 56% reductions in renin secretion.

This response ceased after

bilateral cervical vagotomy and following renal denervation.

The authors

suggested that resting renal sympathetic activity might exert a tonic
influence on juxtaglomerular cells to establish a baseline level of renin
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secretion.

Reduction of RNA would thus lower renin secretion.

In another

study bilateral vagal cold block was found to .yield nearly a 5-fold increase
in renin (128).

This was essentially the converse procedure and response to

that observed by Zehr et.al. following LAD, but was consistent with a
hypothesis that atrial volume receptors via vagal afferents exert an
inhibitory tonic effect on renin secretion.

Thames (180) has reported that

following autotransplantation of the heart (severing ventricular receptor
afferents but leaving posterior atrial wall-venous innervation intact)
hemmorrhage induced a subnormal renin response.

Thus ventricular receptors

may also play a role in the control of renin release.
Renal sympathetic nerves could change renin release by way of several
effector mechanisms.

The relative role of sympathetically induced intrarenal

vasomotor effects remains to be established (192).

Direct innervation of

sympathetic nerves to the juxtaglomerularapparatus have been reported (115).
It may be that cardiopulmonary receptors which effect changes in ERNA may also
control renin release, directly mediated by these nerve pathways.
An alternative explanation for renin reduction following thoracic
vascular expansion was suggested by Schrier et.al. (165), who demonstrated
that vagotomy in volume-expanded dogs undergoing a water diuresis, produced a
fall in renin within 30 min.

A simultaneous rise in circulating ADH levels

secondary to the loss of cardiopulmonary receptor inhibition was thought to
have suppressed renin by acting directly on the juxtaglomerular cells (162).
In a recent review of the interrelations between vasopressin and the
renin-angiotensin system. Share (168) noted that although ADH can apparently
inhibit renin release by a direct renal action, when release of ADH and renin
are both affected a negative correlation between them cannot be demonstrated.
Examples would be reductions of blood volume and pressure which are stimuli

-
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for both renin and ADH release, and left atrial distension or intrathoracic
volume expansion which would seem to reduce levels of both hormones.
Korz et.al. (112) first reported suppression of PRA during water
immersion in man, although complications in the protocol produced unusually
low control levels and small changes.

Epstein and Saruta (57A) subsequently

reexamined the response of renin in seated human subjects, and found a maximum
of 63% reduction in PRA after six hours of head-out immersion.

Although there

are several reports of suppression of aldosterone release with central
vascular expansion, its significance to the natriuretic and diuretic responses
remains unclear.

In the same report by Epstein and Saruta (57A), 4 hrs of

head-out immersion produced an eventual
excretion.

75%

reduction in aldosterone

Others have confirmed a suppression of aldosterone excretion as

well as plasma aldosterone concentration (33,171).

Comparing the decreases of

plasma renin activity and plasma aldosterone, Epstein et.al. (48) found that
temporal and quantitative changes in both variables occurred in parallel.
Suppression of aldosterone did not appear to represent a general decrease in
adrenocortical activity, as levels of PRA and plasma aldosterone fell, 17-OHCS
were not altered (51).
Anderson et.al. observed a reduction in circulating aldosterone levels
following distension of the right atrium.

However, numerous investigators

studying the natriuretic and diuretic effects of atrial distension have
supplied exogenous mineralicorticoids (DOCA) prior and during experimental
study.

Both diuretic and natriuretic responses occurred in spite of DOCA

administration (35,71).

In a study of water immersion subjects Epstein et.al.

(52) found that the administration of DOCA starting 24 hrs prior to immersion
reduced the natriuretic responses usually seen by approximately 50%, although
^Na^ still increased several-fold compared to Control + DOCA rates.
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The

rapid rise of UNaV in these and other studies could not likely be explained
by a fall in plasma aldosterone, for changes in the steroid effect alterations
in sodium excretion only after 1 to 2 hours (155).

It has been suggested that

reduced aldosterone levels might enhance UNaV 1 nduced by some other
mechanism (52).
Suppression of the renin-angiotensin-aldosterone axis appears to occur
following intrathoracic vascular volume expansion.

In addition to reducing

aldosterone, suppression of renin secretion would lower levels of angiotensin
II, and there is evidence that this peptide exerts direct effects on sodium
transport (109).

However, the precise roles of these changes in mediating the

diuretic and natriuretic responses are not yet established.

Prostaglandins

Prostaglandins are ubiquitous naturally occurring fatty acids which, in
addition to mediating hormonal action in a variety of tissues, have been found
to participate in the regulation of renal blood flow, sodium excretion, and
water excretion.

In light of prostaglandins' apparent involvement in fluid

and electrolyte balance, it would seem surprising if changes in their
production were not somehow involved in the efferent natriuretic and diuretic
responses to cardiopulmonary receptor stimulation.

Yet despite numerous

hypotheses on the effects of central volume expansion on prostaglandins and
their contribution to the urinary responses ,the issue remains far from
settled.

Studies using acute saline infusion in rats have found increased

urinary excretion of PGE and PGF (146).

In another study using saline

expanded rats, the subsequent administration of indomethacin, a potent
inhibitor of prostaglandin synthesis, induced a 50% fall in the natriuresis
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and an elevation of fractional sodium absorption.

The procedure did not

induce significant changes in cortical, medullary, or papillary blood flow
(113).

Increments in PGE excretion, which reach a maximum rate after 2 hrs,

have been noted in sodium replete subjects undergoing water-immersion (54).
Indomethacin was found to lower the basal rate of PGE excretion, but did not
prevent a marked increase in PGE with inmersion.

However, in sodium depleted

subjects, indomethacin did significantly reduce the natriuretic and kaliuretic
immersion responses (55).

However, studies by DiBona et.al. (40) have found

that the anti natriuretic response to renal nerve stimulation was similar with
or without indomethacin, and concluded that prostaglandins did not mediate the
alterations in V controlled by renal nerves.

Because of the difficulty

in separating out the effects of local increases in prostaglandins on renal
vasodilitation, sodium transport, decreases in collecting duct water
permeability, and possible antagonism against ADH action (2,3), it has been
hard to assign a specific role.

It is intriguing, however, that an increase

in local renal prostaglandin production would correlate with the urinary
responses observed during central vascular expansion.

Natriuretic Hormone

In studies conducted in 1961, DeWardener et.al. (38) reported that a
natriuresis, which was normally observed following intravenous saline
infusions in dogs, persisted in animals who received bilateral vagotomy, renal
denervation, and injections of vasopressin and DOCA.

The investigators

suggested that a humoral substance, other than aldosterone, appeared
responsible for the natriuretic response.
natriuretic factor had

An intensive search to isolate the

only limited success and uncovered some substantial
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evidence that it did not exist at all (64).

Blood dilutional effects due to

saline infusions tended to lower plasma oncotic pressure, thus altering
peritubular environment and reabsorption.

Bahlmann et.al. (7A) were the first

to use a technique which avoided this dilutional effect.

Animals were allowed

to pre-equilibrate their circulating blood volume with a reservoir of
homologous blood, after which the animals could be volume expanded without
dilutional changes by lowering the level of fluid in the reservoir.

Expansion

could be maintained either by replacing urine output with ringers lactate or
normal saline, or by reinfusing the urine.

Kalayonides and Azer (95) used

this technique and further provided that in addition to perfusing its own
kidneys, the volume expanded dog cross-perfused an isolated, denervated kidney
from a second animal.

They observed a greater than two-fold increase in

UNgV in the isolated kidney concomitant with decreases in FNa, GFR, and
RBF.

Again, both dogs were pretreated with ADH and DOCA.
An entire animal, instead of an isolated kidney, could be used to assay

the presence of a humoral natriuretic substance.

A donor animal, who was

volume expanded, perfused a second recipient animal by isovolemic cross
transfusion.
in rats.

This technique was used successfully by Sonnenberg et.al. (174)

Normal and nephrectomized donor rats, with their urine reinfused to

sustain the initial volume expansion, induced significant elevations in V and
UNaV in the cross-perfused recipient rats which spontaneously decreased
after 80-100 min.

When donor animals were first adrenalectomized and then

volume expanded, though both V and U^aV were higher during the control
period, further increases were observed in the recipient animal post
expansion.

It was concluded that the factor responsible for the natriuresis

was not elaborated by the donor animal's kidney or adrenal.
Although suggesting the presence of a humorally mediated natriuresis,
these studies did not determine whether this represented an increase in a
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natriuretic factor or a decrease in an anti natriuretic substance.

Using the

same basic (148) technique of homologous volume expansion as described above,
Pearce and Veress sampled plasma from control and expanded rats (33% increase
in volume) and fractionated and purified it in a Sephadex gel.

They isolated

a single hyperoncotic fraction (primarily proteins) which induced a diuresis
and natriuresis in unhydrated normal rats.

This property could not be

explained by the changes due to high oncotic pressures alone.
Studies using atrial distension as well as water immersion have also
produced some evidence indicative of the presence of a humoral natriuretic
substance.

Perhaps most suggestive is the finding in many studies

(50,52,71,122) that in the post-stimulus period, elevations in U^V and V
often persist for 30 to 90 min. before reestablishing baseline values.
addition, these two responses often follow independent time courses.

In
In a

water-immersion study (52) subjects pretreated with DOCA displayed a marked
dissociation between sodium and water excretion both during and after
immersion.

In the recovery period, in spite of a progressive volume loss and

antidiuresis within the first 30 min, U^V persisted throughout the first
hour.

More recently (49) concentrated urine fractions collected from immersed

subjects were injected into assay rats.

UNaV increased by 22% without

changing U^V or GFR.
Other recent investigations have attempted to further elucidate the
chemical character and tissue origin of the natriuretic factor.

Clarkson

et.al. (28) identified two urine protein fractions from salt-loaded and
salt-depleted human subjects which induced a natriuresis in a rat assay
system.

The larger protein, with a molecular weight of approximately 30,000

daltons, produced a slow onset response that peaked after two hours.

A second

smaller protein worked more rapidly, peaking within 20 minutes and decaying
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after one hour.

Using the "homologous volume expansion technique" with an

isolated cross perfused kidney, Kaloyanides et.al. (94) systematically ablated
various endocrine organs and found that the natriuretic substance did not
emanate from adrenal, parathyroid, thyroid, or pituitary.

In a subsequent

study, volume expansion was shown to induce a natriuresis when the donor dog
was intact, but not when the animal was decapitated (93).

This corroborated

earlier work performed with normal versus decapitated cats (126).
Furthermore, evidence provided by studies using electrolytic lesioning
techiques have implicated the hypothalamus as the source of a natriuretic
factor (104,124).
Figure 2 surrmarizes the efferent reflex mechanism discussed in the five
previous sections.

Stimulation of low pressure cardiopulmonary volume

receptors are shown to effect 1) decreases in renal nerve sympathetic
activity, 2) decreases in ADH secretion, 3) increases in renal prostaglandins,
4) decreases in renin secretion, and 5) increases in a natriuretic hormonal
factor.

Interactions between these alterations lead to decreases in both

proximal and distal renal tubular sodium reabsorption, and in the increased
generation of free water.

These changes produce the diuresis, natriuresis,

and fall in urine osmolality observed.
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Figure 2.

Summary diagram of the efferent reflex pathways that
mediate the urinary responses to central thoracic
volume expansion.
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Circadian influences on fluid and electrolyte balance:

Effects of Posture

Endogenous circadian oscillations in a wide variety of physiological
variables have been demonstrated in organisms ranging from algae (82) to man
(32).

There is considerable evidence to suggest that these rhythms are

generated by a system of autonomous oscillators (139,140).

These circadian

oscillators are normally synchronized by environmental time cues such as the
light-dark cycle (137,138), but in the absence of such cues, the oscillating
system will demonstrate free-running periods which are usually different from
24 hours, (103,178).
In studies in the squirrel monkey, entrained in a light dark cycle (LD
12:12) with lights on at O800-2000 hr., stable diurnal variations in
urinary water, sodium, and potassium excretion have been observed (137).
Urine flow had a marked circadian rhythm reaching a minimum of .87 ± .7 ml/hr
at 05°° hr., and rising to a maximum at 1700 hr. of 2.3 ± .2 ml/hr.

Urine

potassium also demonstrated circadian rhythms with the same phase as V, (peak
274 ± 23yEq/hr, trough 64 ± 6yE/hr).

U^V peaked at 2100 hr (43 ± 6

yEq/hr), and attained its lowest value at 09°° (13 ± 2yEq/hr).

In this same

study, these urinary excretion rhythms persisted primarily unaltered during
periods of food and water deprivation, and when intake was equally distributed
(q2h) over the 24 hr day.

Independence of urinary rhythms from periodic food

and water injestion has been documented in human subjects (32,182).
Circadian variations in a large number of hormone plasma levels and
excretion rates have been documented both in man and in several animals
(6,114).

The timing of adrenal steroid administration in human subjects

appears to influence the phase of the circadian U^v rhythm (41,154).

-
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cortisol and aldosterone have circadian rhythms in plasma concentration (6)
and urinary excretion (139), with phase relationships to U^V suggestive of a
control relationship.

In a study in squirrel monkeys (139) adrenalectomized

animals received daily steroid infusions (I.U. pulses over a one hr period)
and were maintained in isolation chambers in a LD 12:12 environment with
ad-lib feeding.

While oral intake remained entrained to the LD cycle, U^V

appeared dependent upon the timing of cortisol administration, for after
steroid administration was phase delayed by 8 hrs, U^V also underwent a
gradual similar phase shift.

This suggests that hormonal mediators, plasma

cortisol being a specific example, may be messengers of the circadian timing
system, able to control rhythms in target organs potentially autonomously from
environmental time cues.

Other hormones that display circadian rhythms and

may influence renal excretion variations are ADH (66) and the reninangiotensin-aldosterone axis (25).
Several studies in human subjects have attempted to assess the
interaction of the circadian variations in urinary excretion with the acute
renal effects induced by postural changes (22,32,175,181,182).

They have

demonstrated that nocturnal bedrest, rather than inducing an increase in
UNaV and V as might be predicted by the studies on urinary reflex responses
to central vascular expansion, is associated with a decrease in urine flow and
sodium excretion as compared to daytime rates (32,175).

Thomas first noted

that the short response natriuresis of acute recumbency (with little effect on
UKV) was similar when induced at various times of day.

Vagnucci et.al.

(182) in 1967 however, found that when subjects assumed a supine posture at
7:00 PM after 12 hrs of standing erect, there was an immediate marked diuresis
and natriuresis; however, when an identical protocol was followed, but with
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the transition to recumbency occurring at 4:00 AM, no such changes in urine
water and sodium excretion occurred.
excretion was little affected.

Again, in these studies, potassium

However, it appeared that the circadian system

asserted some major controls over the natriuresis and diuresis of acute
postural changes.
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Weightlessness:

Bedrest:

Gravitational effects of fluid balance

Manned space missions placed complex and strenuous demands upon the
astronauts, who had to endure the stresses of confinement, relative restraint,
and sleep loss, and yet were expected to monitor and operate precise technical
equipment, and undergo periods of physical exertion.

Space flight also

exposed the astronauts' physiological control systems, in particular those
concerned with plasma volume regulation, to unusual stimuli of high
accelerations during takeoff, followed by varying periods of weightlessness.
Experience with high velocity aircraft used in WWII had demonstrated that man
could withstand the effects of high acceleration forces.

Ground simulations

used a "human centrifuge" technique, and found that forces great enough to
induce a fluid shift into the lower extremities (+G ) decreased urine flow
(64).

On the other hand forward acceleration (+G ), which tended towards a
A

cephalad fluid redistribution, produced a predominantly free-water diuresis
(188).

Gravitational changes could also be simulated by such stimuli as lower

body negative pressure (141), and certainly by water-immersion and bedrest
techniques.
Weightlessness removed all external hydrostatic gradients, and left man
subject to his own internal musculo-vascular mechanisms normally in effect to
counteract the force of gravity.

Unopposed, these otherwise homeostatic

forces now induced a cephalad fluid redistribution, thereby activating the
volume receptor reflex responses.

By the time of the Apollo and Skylab

programs, attention could be partially diverted from engineering,
communication, and navigation concerns to biomedical examinations of the
physiological responses to weightlessness.

Findings generated from the

ground-based analog models of atrial distension, water immersion.
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centrifugation, etc. — all of which applied short-term stimuli — were used
to formulate a pre-Skylab hypothesis.

However, the space missions provided

the opportunity to study the long-term effects of weightlessness, for
measurements were not initiated until after the first 24 hrs due to technical
demands of takeoff, and, of course, the space flights extended for many days.
The Apollo flights provided primarily pre- and post-flight comparisons
in physiologic variables.

With one exception, all of the crewmen reported

experiencing a "sensation of fullness" in the head, as if they were "hanging
upsidedown".

They averaged an in-flight weight loss of 3.2 kg {50% of which

they regained in the first 24 hrs post-recovery), and comparisons of pre-and
post-flight chest x-rays showed a marked decrease in cardiac silhouette size.
The astronauts lost some ability to withstand orthostatic stress and tolerate
overall exercise (20,144).

These findings were all consistent with the

ground-based studies predictions that cephalad fluid redistribution would
induce a diuresis, which if prolonged would lead to a state of hypovolemia and
orthostatic intolerance.
Several findings from the Apollo missions were unexpected.

Aldosterone

excretion, instead of diminishing as ground analogs might predict, was
markedly elevated upon recovery, unaccompanied by significant elevations in
ACTH, angiotensin I, cortisol, or 17-ketosteroids (117).

It was concluded

that re-entry stress would not be likely to effect an acute rise in
aldosterone while leaving serum or urinary cortisol unchanged; therefore, the
increase must have represented in-flight elevations.

Total body exchangeable

potassium decreased, and hypokalemia was a problem sufficient to induce
several serious in-flight cardiac arrythmias during one of the missions.
Skylab advanced the study of physiological responses to prolonged
weightlessness by providing in-flight measurements.
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The hypothesized

elevation of aldosterone excretion in space was verified; however, plasma
aldosterone levels did not increase.

Astronaut hypokalemia was prevented with

dietary K+ supplements; however, U^V was elevated, and an average of 6.3%
decrease in total body exchangeable

4? -|-

K

was found.

persistently but only mildly elevated (10-15%).

was

Plasma cortisol, like

aldosterone, did not change, but urinary excretion was nearly 90% greater
during flight than in the pre-or post-control periods.

Most unexpectedly,

urine flow did not demonstrate any significant changes throughout any of the
missions.

In addition, in spite of an apparent fall in urinary ADH excretion,

as predicted by a reflex stimulation of atrial volume receptors, urinary
osmolality was consistently elevated (650 mOsm preflight to 770 OmOsm
inflight) (118,119,144,158).
Findings inconsistent with predicted responses were generally considered
to be a function of long-term adaptations in space.

Bedrest studies afforded

investigators a means to evaluate the long-term effects of postural fluid
redistribution.

Fuller et.al. (61) examined the fluid and electrolyte

balances throughout 9 days of continuous recumbency and found that the
responses fell in two categories:

inmediate and delayed.

Losses of sodium,

water, as well as plasma volume contractions, were maximal in the first 3 days
of bedrest and then fell to a minimal negative balance by the termination of
the study.

In contrast, a gradual negative potassium balance developed and

was maximal towards the end of the recumbency period.
corroborated previous studies (27,127).

This finding

Confirmations of the development of

orthostatic intolerance with prolonged bedrest were made by recording the
tachycardic response to vertical tilt after increasing periods of recumbancy
(27,88,131).

HR increased by 13% in the control period, by 32% after 3 days

of bedrest, and by 89% after 3 weeks of bedrest.
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Losses in plasma volume

■

could not entirely explain the reduced orthostatic tolerance, for they were
most pronounced early in the bedrest period and gradually recovered to near
normal values while orthostatic intolerance increased.

Unlike the space

mission results, these studies did not observe significant elevations in
aldosterone during bedrest.
In summary, although prolonged bedrest studies have duplicated several
of the responses to long-term weightlessness in space, many questions remain.
Data collection is a major problem.

Most of the long-term data reported both

in space and in ground studies consists of daily measurements, and a great
deal of variability between subjects often makes evaluation of the results
difficult.

And, as noted above, none of the space missions have been able to

examine the responses to the first 24 hrs of weightlessness, a time when both
the diuresis and natriuresis may well be most significant.

The hypothesis

that elevated aldosterone excretion observed during spaceflight represents an
adaptation response to hypovolemia, presumably induced to fluid losses early
in flight, remains to be tested.
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SECTION II

Materials and Methods

/

Materials and Methods

General
The studies reported in this thesis were performed using unanesthetized
adult male squirrel monkeys (saimiri sciureus) weighing 800-1200 gm.

Animals

were routinely maintained in individual cages (3' x 2' x 2') within a colony
room.

Illumination was controlled to provide a light dark cycle (LD 12:12),

with lights-on from 08oo-20°° hr.

Animal diet consisted of ad. lib. water

and food logs (Teklad Diet TD 76357), and occasional fruit (oranges, bananas,
apples).

The food logs contained 30% casein protein, 40% sucrose, and 10%

cottonseed oil by weight, as well as a full supplement of vitamins, minerals
and cellulose fiber.
yEq K+.

Each gm of log food contained 134 yEq Na+,_ and 67.6

Each animal was given an identifying number and tag upon

introduction to the colony, and to permit ease in handling, a chain collar and
2h' chain leash were fastened around the animal's neck.

Prior to being used

in experiments, the monkeys were conditioned to sit,restrained at the waist,
in a specially modified - LBPP - metabolism chair.

By the end of a 6-8 week

training period, the animals could tolerate studies lasting up to 2 weeks with
no ill effects.

Many studies could be conducted with each animal provided

they were allowed two weeks to rest between experiments.

Experimental Apparatus
For these studies a specially designed metabolism chair was used which
could apply a lower body positive pressure (Figs. 3,4).

Prior to insertion

into the chair, animals were fitted with a periabdominal foam rubber cuff (A)
(V x 7" x 2.5") which was lined with vasoline petroleum jelly and covered and
snugly attached about the waist with 1" surgical tape.
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A soft flexible rubber

Figure 3.

Schmatic diagram of the lower body pressure apparatus.
Full description is provided in the text.
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Figure 4.

Lower body positive pressure chair apparatus with
a seated monkey. The green nylon mesh jacket serves
to protect the indwelling arterial and venous catheters.
Compare to Figure 3 for description of individual
components of the experimental setup.
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funnel (B) which encompassed the scrotum and penis was mounted and fastened
between the animals' legs.

Animals were then placed in the chair and

restrained only at the waist by a 2" diameter opening in a partition plate
separating the upper (C) and lower (0) chambers of the chair.

This opening

was previously lined with caulking compound (Mortell Co., Kankakee, IL) and it
compressed against the foam rubber cuff creating an airtight seal about the
waist.

(Below this plexiglas table, the monkey would either squat with its

feet on a footrest or sit on a perch.)

The urine funnel was linked to a

teflon tube (h" diameter) which exited through an opening in the floor of the
chair and led to a stopcock (E) which was normally held closed in order to
maintain the lower chamber airtight.

A motor and microswitch assembly (F)

automatically rotated the stopcock to the open position and held it there for
10 seconds.

At these times, urine flowed past the stopcock and through a

second tube which led outside the isolation chamber to a fraction collector
(G), collecting urine in two-hourly aliquots.

The lower chamber (containing

the bottom half of the animal) was sealed airtight by securely fastening a
lucite plate (H) over a rubber gasket outlining the opening of the front of
the chamber.

Once the lower chamber was sealed off, air flow could be

introduced through a conduit (I).

Chamber pressure was monitored using a

manometer (J) and recorded via a Statham pressure transducer (K) connected to
a Grass polygraph recorder (Grass Instruments, Quincy, MA) (L).

A third air

line passed from the lower chamber to approximately 25mm below the surface of
the mercury reservoir (M), thus creating a regulator valve.

This helped

stabilize the fluctuations in chamber pressure due to the variable leaks about
the waist induced by the animal's movements.
Environmental illumination and auditory and social stiumuli were
controlled by conducting experiments in an isolation chamber.

-
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ventilation, a small fan was attached to the rear of the chamber that
circulated temperature controlled room air.

A florescent light source within

the chamber, yielding approximately 600 lux of white light, was automatically
switched on each day from 08°° to 20°° hr and off (less than 1 lux) from
20^ to 08°° hr.

The isolation chambers provided sufficient attentuation

of extraneous sounds so that activities outside the chamber had no discernible
effect on the animal's behavior.

Only the animal and chair apparatus were

maintained in isolation, and several light and sound proof portholes allowed
the passage of air pressure control lines, urine collection tubes, and
arterial and venous catheter extensions through the chamber walls.

Thus all

manipulations of lower body air pressure, daily urine collection, and
intravenous or arterial catheter infusions, blood sampling, or pressure
recordings, could be made without any disturbance to the animal.

Figure 5 is

a photograph of the actual experiment setup showing the two isolation chambers
equipped with LBPP-chairs and monkeys; air pressure regulation and calibration
apparatus are positioned along the outside wall of the chambers; infusion
pumps and grass recorder equipment are located to the right.
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Figure 5.

Isolation chambers with LBPP-chairs and monkeys.
Catheter infusion pumps and lower chamber pressure
regulatory equipment are located outside the chambers
to the right. Urine fraction collectors are placed
below and external to each isolation chamber.

-
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Lower Body Positive Pressure
Animals were allowed two to three days of initial adjustment to the
chair and isolation chamber apparatus before any studies were conducted.
Lower body positive pressure (LBPP) was provided in two experimental protocols.

Short term studies evaluated responses to a stimulus of 30 mmHg LBPP
lasting for four hours.

The value of 30 mmHg (approx. 40 cmH^O) was chosen

since it was roughly twice the estimated hydrostatic force of postural
gradients in the seated monkey, measuring from tail to waist.

Water immersion

studies have shown that to only counteract the predicted hydrostatic forces
(i.e., immersion to the waist) does not produce a cephalad fluid shift
sufficient to trigger reflex urinary responses (Epstein et al).

We chose a

value of LBPP that animals tolerated easily, but that produced consistent and
observable responses.

At both the onset and termination of LBPP application,

air pressure was changed gradually over a 15 minute period to prevent sudden
pressure changes and associated stress responses.
any evidence of ill effects or obvious discomfort.

The animals did not display
Pressure pulses were

provided at two time periods 1200-1600 (day), and O000-O400 (night).
At least 24 to 36 hrs. were allowed between successive pressure exposures.

In

studies which compared the responses to both day and night stimuli, the order
in which animals received the pressure pulses was randomized so that any
variations due to longitudinal trends with each experiment would be minimized.
A second protocol exposed animals to four days of continuous LBPP of
20mmHg.

The slightly lower value of LBPP was used since it was felt that

animals might have some difficulty tolerating the higher LBPP for four
uninterrupted days.

With the longer term LBPP, maintaining constant lower

chamber pressures was slightly more difficult, due to the development of
variable leaks about the animals waist.
mmHg.

Overall, LBPP was held at 20 ± 3

Animals did not display any ill effects in these studies.
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Catheterization Procedure
In order to evaluate several hemodynamic responses and plasma
electrolyte and hormonal changes to lower body positive pressure stimulation
(LBPP), as well as provide a means of infusing exogenous solutions, animals
were implanted with arterial and venous catheters. Tygon (0.015" ID, 0.030"
0D; Norton, Akron, Ohio) catheters constructed in the laboratory were placed
in the external iliac vein and internal iliac artery.

The catheters were

pre-treated with TDMAC-heparin complex (Polysciences, Inc., Warrington,
Pennsylvania) and then manually fenestrated (under magnification) at one end.
The animals were fasted the night prior to surgery, anesthetized with
halothane (2-bromo-2-chloro, 1,1,1, trif1oroethane) in oxygen, and shaved, and
the incision site was sterilized with an iodine prep solution and benzalkonium
chloride (Zephirin).

The vessels were exposed through a paramedian incision

under sterile dissection.

The proximal fenestrated end of the catheters was

inserted (for a length of 4 cms for arterial; 13.5 cms for venous) through an
incision in the vessel wall under direct visualization.

(This length for the

venous catheter was predicted to place the proximal end of the venous catheter
within 1 cm below the inferior vena caval-right atrial junction.)

The

catheters were then tied in place and the distal end led out subcutaneously to
exit sites between the scapulae at the level of the inferior scapular angle.
The skin incision was closed in two layers.

The catheters were bonded to a 1"

length of Tygon tubing (0.025" ID; 0.053" 0D) with cyclohexanone, and the new
distal end was closed off with a metal obturator.

To protect the catheters,

the animals wore a nylon mesh jacket which did not restrict mobility (see
Fig. 4).

The catheters were maintained by flushing daily with sterile

heparinized saline (100 U Heparin/Cath./Day).

With this protocol the

catheters could be maintained patent for at least 6 months.
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Hemodynamic Measurements
During experiments, the catheters were connected via extension tubing
through the wall of the isolation chamber to Statham pressure transducers
(Fig. 3-K) and then onto syringes powered by Harvard infusion pumps (Harvard
Apparatus Co., Dover, MA, Model 1991).

The pumps delivered 0.45g/100ml saline

heparinized with 25U heparin sodium per ml, at a rate of 10 ml per day through
each catheter.

This was necessary to maintain patency of the catheters and

provide accurate pressure recording, yet slow enough so that only minimal
effects on the pressure profile resulted.

The pressure transducer outputs

were displayed on a Grass recorder which provided continuous records of
arterial blood pressure, central venous pressure.

Heart rate was determined

using a EKG tachograph (model 7P4D, Grass Instru. Co., Quincy, MA) which
integrated the rapid fluctuations in systolic-diastolic blood pressure to
derive the rate.

These recordings were calibrated several times during the

course of each experiment, and always rechecked just prior to a LBPP stimulus.

Plasma Sampling
To permit plasma sampling at various times of the day or night, arterial
and/or venous catheters were connected to sterilized tygon extension tubing,
and led through the wall of the isolation chamber.
kept closed off with a sterile metal obturator.

The free distal end was

To obtain a plasma sample the

obturator was removed, and a syringe of .5ml normal saline (,9g% NaCl) was
rapidly infused to first clear the catheter and then withdraw both the saline
filling the catheter and an initial
saline and discarded).

.25 ml of blood (slightly diluted with the

A second syringe containing .05ml sterile disodium

EDTA (1.5mg/.05ml, or 3% solution) was used to draw the 1 ml blood sample, and
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was then immediately placed in ice.

The catheter was flushed with 1.5 ml of

heparinized saline to clear the blood.
Plasma separation was accomplished in a refrigerated room (4°C) and
used equipment also maintained in this cold room.

The sample syringe was

capped over the free end with a sterile rubber cup and then the plunger
removed so as to create a 'test tube'.

The blood was centrifuged at 3200 RPM

(IEC Clinical Centrifuge; Damon - EIC Div., Needham, MA) for 5 minutes.

The

plasma was drawn off using a glass pipette and placed in a 1 ml polystyrene
vial in ice.

The vials were labeled and immediately transferred to a -80°C

freezer.
Red blood cells remaining in the syringe-test tube were resuspended in
heparininzed saline and then reinfused into the monkey via either arterial or
venous catheter.
animal.

The catheter was again flushed to return the blood to the

The sampling procedure took 20 minutes to complete.

The animal

received a net intravascular volume increase of only 3-4 ml of heparin-saline
with each sampling.
Plasma samples were taken to measure concentrations of aldosterone,
arginine vasopressin (AVP) potassium, and osmolality.

AVP determination

required 1 ml of plasma, hence approximately twice the amount of blood had to
be withdrawn for each sample.

All other measurements used less than .5 ml

plasma.

Intravenous Infusion Studies
Arginine vasopressin and des-amino 8-D Arginine Vasopressin
(Desmopressin, DDAVP; Ferring Pharm., NY) were administered by constant
intravenous infusion.

The venous catheter was led outside the isolation

chamber to an infusion pump which infused solutions of ^ normal saline with
one or the other hormone.
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Studies which supplied AVP (Grade VI, 100 I.U./ml, Sigma Chemical Co.,
St. Louis, MO) delivered 500 yll/min in a saline solution infused at a rate of
7 yl/min (10 ml/day).

Prior to use, the concentrated AVP solution was kept

refrigerated at 4°C, and appropriately diluted minutes before being
infused.

The value for this AVP delivery rate was derived from calculated

maximum ADH secretion rates based on estimations of the plasma half life of
vasopressin, and on plasma concentrations.

Using a single compartment model:
clearance =
tj

h

V,
d
/ In 2

V,j =

volume of distribution (thought to be greater than plasma volume but
less than total extracel1ular vol. (184))
In the 1 kg squirrel monkey this = approx. 100 ml

ti^ =

hormone plasma half life - 1.7 in conscious monkeys
- 6.0 in conscious dogs
- 5.7 in conscious man

(116)

therefore estimated clearance for 1 Kg squirrel monkey
12-40 ml/min/kg
secretion rate = plasma concentration x clearance
(AVP)p estimates in
estimates in
estimates in
and from our

man range from 1.3-8.5 (83)
dog range from 1.5-3.5
(83)
rat range from 1.5-22
(84)
studies in monkey from 7.0-18.0

secretion ratemean = 12.5 x 26 = 325 U/min. Range 100-600

DDAVP is a synthetic vasopressin analog exhibiting an approximately 5 to
10 time antidiuretic potency as compared to AVP with only a fraction of the
pressor activity (195).

It is available in Europe and now in the U.S. on a

clinical experimental basis for the treatement of diabetes insipidus.
drug is available in 2.5 ml vials of 0.1 mg DDAVP / ml; O.lmg DDAVP is

-
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approximately equivalent to 400 I.U.
preserved frozen when not in use.

of AVP-antidiuretic activity.

DDAVP was

For I.V. infusions, 0.36 ml of .0005%

solution (20 I.U./ml) was added to 100 ml of ^ normal saline.

The solution

was infused at a rate of 7 yl/min thus providing .125 pg/min DDAVP (or 500
yU/kg/min AVP equiv.).

Renal Denervation Studies
In order to evaluate the potential role of renal sympathetic denervation
to the responses to LBPP (both day and night), two animals were surgically
denervated at the renal hilum.

Animals were fasted the night prior to

surgery, anesthetized with pentobarbital (Nembutal, Abbott Laboratories, N.
Chicago, IL) with a dose of 50mg/kg, shaved, and the flank incision site
sterilized with iodine prep solution.

The kidneys were exposed through a

subcostal transverse flank incision under sterile dissection.
capsule was gradually peeled away and folded back to the hilum.

The renal
This

mobilized the kidney from surrounding connective tissue and fat and enabled
the hilar vessels to be individually identified.

The vessels were stripped of

all identified nerves under direct visualization, and the adventitia was
gently peeled off until each vessel could be cleanly exposed and separated.*
The vessel walls were then carefully but thoroughly coated with 95% ethanol,
applied with a fine cotton swab tip; the kidney was repositioned in the
posterior abdominal cavity, and the incision closed in three layers.
Throughout the surgery, attempts were made to prevent excessive manipulation
of the kidney and vascular supply so as not to compromise renal perfusion
and/or induce ischemic damage.

Within the first few days post operatively

urine output was closely monitored to establish that normal renal function was
present.
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Experimental studies using conscious renal-denervated animals were
conducted approximately 10 days post operatively.

To evaluate the efficacy of

the denervation procedure, kidney tissue catecholamine levels were measured.
Four to five weeks after the denervation operation, both animals underwent a
left sided nephrectomy.

The kidney was exposed using a similar incision as

above, the hilar vessels and ureter were tied off with two 2-0 silk ties, and
the kidney removed with a single cut between the ties and immediately placed
in a container in dry ice.

The kidney was stored in a -80°C freezer until

used in the catecholamine assay.

A control kidney was removed (from a

separate control animal) at the same time and used for comparison in the
assay.

Determination of tissue norepinephrine (NE) levels were made using the

trihydroxyindole - fluorometric method (34).

Tissue extraction was made

(using the entire kidney) in ice cold .4 N perchloric acid.

Isolation of

catecholamines was achieved by adsorption on aluminum oxide at pH 8.5 and
subsequent elution of the compounds made with dilute acid.

At a slightly

acidic pH, NE was oxidized by manganese dioxide to the respective pink
aminochrome, and the 2-iodo derivative formed by the addition of iodine.
Further addition of 5% NaOH - 1% ascorbic acid solution caused the aminochrome
to undergo spontaneous tautomerization to the highly fluorescent derivative of
3,5,6 - trihydroxyindole, and any dissolved 02 was reduced thereby
stabilizing the compounts.

Recovery of NE was in the range of 90%, and assay

precision was approximately 10%.

The assay determinations were completed in

the laboratory of Dr. Landsberg, Beth Israel Hospital, Boston, MA.

Urine Analyses
After the urine samples were removed from the fraction collector, they
were capped and refrigerated at 4°c.

Analyses were completed within one
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week.

The volume of urine in each tube was measured, and sodium and potassium

concentration analyzed by flame photometry (Instumentation Laboratories,
Lexington, MA).
calculated.

The rate of urinary potassium excretion (yEq/hr) was

Urine osmolality was analyzed using an osmometer (Precision

Systems, Inc. Sudbury, MA).

Plasma Analyses
Plasma samples were kept frozen at -80°C (or in dry ice for shipping)
until they were analyzed for hormone determinations by radio-immunoassay or
electrolyte concentrations by flame photometry.
Plasma aldosterone concentration was measured using the radio-immunoassay
technique of Ito et.al. (89).

Antibody to aldosterone 18,21 disuccinate or

3-carboxymethoximide coupled to bovine albumin were made.

After adding

radiolabeled aldosterone to the plasma volume, extraction was made with
dichioromethane.

The extract was dryed under vacuum, placed on a Sephadex

LH-20 gel column and washed with .2 ml mobile solvent; the aldosterone
fraction was eluted with mobile phase.
with 220 dpm

The sample was dried, and antibody

H-aldosterone was added and the mixture incubated.

Activated

Florisil was then added and after gentle mixing the solution reincubated.
clear supernatant was removed and counted in a scintillation counter.

A

The

assay demonstrated a high avidity coefficient closely approximating an ideal
"saturation" assay.

Assay precision was between 5-10%.

Extraction recovery

was 56%, and corrections were made based on the recovery of the radiolabeled
aldosterone indicator added to the initial plasma sample.

The assay

determinations were made in the Biomedical Research Laboratory, Johnson Space
Center, Houston, TX, under the direction of Dr. Carolyn Leach.
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Radioimmunoassay of Plasma Arginine Vasopressin
Plasma arginine vasopressin (AVP) was determined using a specific and
highly sensitive radioimmunoactive procedure developed in the laboratory of
Dr. Allen Cowley, Department of Physiology, University of Mississippi Medical
Center, Jackson, MS.

The assay enabled measurement of AVP in 1 ml of plasma

over the entire physiological range.
Zealand white rabbits.

AVP antisera were produced in female New

The resulting antisera used in the present assay

system exhibited no cross-reactivity with oxytocin, angiotensin I and
angiotensin II, or bradykinin between concentrations of 0 to 1000 pg/ml, but a
34.8% cross-reactivity was observed with lysine vasopressin.
arginine vasopressin (Sigma) was iodinated with

Synthetic

I (Amersham-Searle, Ill.).

Plasma samples were prepared for assay by deproteinization with acetone
followed by lyophilization.

Lyophilized samples were then reconstituted with

triple distilled H^O; assay buffer and antiserum were then added and the
mixture incubated overnight at 4°C.

Tracer solution was added and

incubation continued for an additional 48 hours.

A dextran-coated charcoal

suspension was then used to separate the bound from free fractions.

Both

fractions were counted for 2 minutes in a Beckman 8000 Gamma Counter.
Standard curves were determined using both AVP-free plasma and saline
with BSA (1 mg/ml) to which known amounts of USP Posterior Pituitary Reference
Standard were added to achieve concentrations ranging from 0.1 to 20.0 yU/ml
(0.26 - 52.0 pg/ml).

Triplicate 1 ml plasma samples and saline samples were

routinely determined for each standard.

The 1 ml samples containing standards

and duplicate unknown plasma samples were processed together and carried
through identical steps.

Corrections for losses associated with protein

precipitation were therefore unnecessary and plasma unknowns could be read
directly from the accompanying plasma standard curves.
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The simultaneously

.

determined saline standard curves were used as an internal control for the
assay.

In addition, to determine the amount of nonspecific binding of

I-AVP to any plasma constituents, a sample from each animal was processed
in an identical manner to plasma unknowns, but was assayed in the absence of
antiserum.

This value, which ranged from 2 to 7 percent binding, was

subtracted from the mean value of the bound fraction of the unknown plasma
samples and those of the standard curve.

Percent of

1 25

I-AVP bound to the

antibody was determined by the ratio of the supernatant bound fraction to the
total counts in the supernatant and residue after correcting for background
counts.

The percent of "nonspecific plasma binding" to
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I-AVP was

similarly determined and subtracted from the percent of labeled AVP bound to
the antibody of plasma unknowns and used for the final determination of AVP
concentration.
Plasma potassium measurements were made using flame photometry.

Food and Water Intake
Drinking water and food logs were made continuously available.
consumption was measured daily.

Water

To monitor the drinking of each animal, an

electric circuit was constructed that provided a switch closure every time the
monkey touched the spout of the water bottle.

The time spent drinking was

recorded and accumulated over each half hour period on an Esterline Angus
DE2100 digital recorder (Esterline Angus, Indianapolis, IN) (Fig. 3-N).

The

hourly drinking rate was calculated using a conversion factor which related
counts from the electronic drinkometer to the volume of water consumed.
Drinking water contained less than 1 mEq of sodium or potassium per liter, and
hence contributed insignificantly to the dietary intake of these electrolytes.
Daily food consumption was measured in several studies.
(Teklad Diet TD 76357) were provided in a cup,
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Diet logs

weighed every 24 hrs. and

then refilled with fresh food.
of the food logs per day.

The animals generally consumed from 30-40 gms

This provided a caloric intake of 140 kcal/day,

2.36 mEq of sodium/day, and 4.7 mEq of potassium.

Experimental Control Systems
Timing, counting, triggering and recording functions for the isolation
chamber apparatus were provided by an automatic programmable switchboard
(Grason-Stadler, West Concord, MA).

One section of the switchboard was

controlled by a clock which operated switches in electrical circuits every two
hours thus activating the stepping motor of the urine fraction collector
timing record on the Grass recorder, and the counter and switch that
controlled the illumination cycle of the isolation chamber.

Another part of

the switchboard controlled the hourly rotation of the urine stopcock assembly
(Fig. 3 -F) to permit the exit of urine from the lower pressurized chamber of
the chair, to the fraction collector below.
Airflow through the conduit line to the LBPP lower chamber was hand
controlled by valves outside the isolation chamber.

LBPP was continuously

recorded on a Grass polygraph, and regulated via a pressure-valve mercury
reservoir syustem.

(See Experimental apparatus section Fig. 3 J,K,L, and M).

Data Analysis
Data from the animals used in each experimental series were expressed as
a mean ± standard error.

In general no smoothing procedures were used.

Significance testing between sample means was generally performed using an
unpaired, two tailed Student's t-test.
was rejected if P ^ .05.

The null hypothesis Hq;_ y^

For many of the mean comparisons, hourly vaues of

hemodynamic and (q2h) urinary parameters were averaged over four hour periods
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of control, LBPP, and recovery phases of the experiments.

When intra-animal

differences provided a major contribution to mean sample variance, a paired
t-test was used, and is indicated in the text.
The significance of time dependent variations in hemodynamic parameters
was examined using a general linear models program designed by Statistical
Analysis Institute, Raliegh, NC.
computer.

Computations were carried out on a (IBM 370)

The model provided a two-way analysis of variance

that

incorporated an algorithm for missing data in the input matrix.
Data storage, and statistical analyses were performed using a PDP-11
computer.

Sunn ary of Experimental Protocols
A.

Short term LBPP Studies:

After two to three days of adaptation to

the chair-isolation chamber apparatus, animals were exposed to 4 hours of
continuous 30 mrnHg LBPP at either day (1200-1600) or night (00oo-04o0)
times.
1)

Experiments which used this basic protocol included:
Intact (noncatheterized) animals exposed to both day and night stimuli
(n=8) and used to examine the contribution of baseline urinary fluid and
electrolyte circadian rhythms to the acute responses to LBPP.

2)

Catheterized animals (n=4) who had heart rate, central venous pressure,
and arterial blood pressure monitored simultaneously with urinary
excretion and fluid intake during both day and night LBPP.

These

animals received I.V. saline infusions (20 ml of .45% saline qd) to
maintain the patency of the catheters and permit accurate pressure
transmission to the transducers.
3)

Studies measuring the responses of plasma aldosterone (n=5) and plasma
arginine vasopressin (n=6) to 4 - hr daytime LBPP.
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Plasma samples were
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drawn at 10°° h (2 hrs prior to LBPP), 1500 (after 3 hr of LBPP),
and at 20°° hr (4 hrs after LBPP termination).

Appropriate time

controls were also evaluated.
4)

Animals with arterial and venous catheters were infused with either AVP
or (n=2) DDAVP (n=5) solutions at rates of 500 yll/min or .125 pg/min
respectively.

The hormones were infused from 10°° hr to 1700 hr and

studies examined their effects both with and without daytime LBPP.

When

not in use for infusions, the catheters were filled with a solution of
heparin saline and sealed off with metal obturators.

At the start of an

I.V. infusion the catheter was flushed with .3-.5 ml of the hormone
solution to clear the saline and immediately establish the desired
delivery flow rate once the pump was attached.

This amount was

calculated to replace, but not significantly exceed the catheter holding
volume.

At 1700 hr, the catheter was removed from the pump, ,5ml of

heparin-saline replaced in a rapid push, and the obturators replaced.

A

minimum of 36-48 hrs was allowed between successive stimuli in each
experiment.
5)

Animals (n=2, preliminary data) received bilateral renal denervation by
the surgical procedure

described above.

Studies provided a few extra

days of control data collection, and then examined the responses
(urinary) to day and night LBPP.
B.

Long Term Adaptation Studies

Animals with at least one indwelling arterial or venous catheter were
allowed three days for control. At 1300 on day 3 a .5 ml plasma sample was
drawn, and at 1400 hr LBPP at 20 rnmHg was intiated.

Continuous LBPP was

maintained for 96 hrs, and plasma samples were drawn (for aldosterone and
plasma potassium and osmalality determinations) after 3, 23, 47, and 71 hrs of

-
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LBPP, and at 4 and 23 hrs after pressure was terminated,

(i.e., with the

exception of the two samples drawn within a few hrs after the onset and
offset

of LBPP, all samples were taken at 1300 hr.)

collected, and food and water intake measured daily.

Urine was continuously
Hemodynamic measurements

were not made as they required continuous saline infusions to produce accurate
transducer readings, and this salt and fluid load would have complicating
effects on aldosterone secretion.

-
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SECTION III

Hemodynamic and Urinary Responses to Day and Nighttime
Lower Body Positive Pressure

RESULTS

Hemodynamic Responses to Lower Body Positive Pressure

The responses of several hemodynamic variables to four hours of lower
body positive pressure (LBPP) were measured in four animals (n=4) and found to
be nearly identical whether the pressure was applied during the day
(1200-1600) or night (OO00-0400) (Fig. 6).

When LBPP was administered,

central venous pressure (CVP) rose significantly (P< 001) from a four hour
mean pre-stimulus control level of 0.68 ± 0.15 cmH^O (x±SE) to 4.16 ± 0.31
during the day, and from 1.02 ± 0.31 to 4.36 ± 0.22 at night.

Arterial blood

pressure (ABP) increased slightly from 132.5 ± 2.5 mmHg to 140.15 ± 1.5
(P <.05) with day LBPP, and rose similarly at night.

Upon the initiation of

exposure to LBPP, there was an acute elevation of ABP.

Following this rise,

ABP decreased throughout the pressure period to near control levels before the
cessation of LBPP.

Heart rate increased (P<.001) slightly during both times

of pressure application by an average of 25 beats per minute, (284.3 ± 8.9 to
314 ± 2.8 day, 290.5 ± 3.9 to 312.9 ± 3.4 night).

The larger standard errors

of ABP and HR, particularly in the control periods, were due primarily to
baseline differences between animals.
All of the hemodynamic responses occurred rapidly and were complete both
within one hour after the onset and one hour following the termination of
LBPP.

With the exception of ABP, they maintained stable elevations throughout

the pressure period.

With the removal of LBPP, each variable rturned to

levels which were statistically indistinguishable from prior control values.
Comparisons of the means values before, during and after LBPP application
demonstrated no significant differences between day or night responses.
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DAY

NIGHT

TIME OF DAY (HRS. )

Figure 6.

TIME OFDAY( HRS. )

Responses of hemodynamic variables (x± SE) in four
squirrel monkeys to day (1200-1600) and night (00000400) LBPP. Data from a four-hour control period
is followed by four hours of LBPP (indicated by the
stripped bars),and a subsequent four-hour recovery
period. Animals were exposed to a light-dark LD 12:12
cycle with lights-on from 0800-2000 hr.
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Twenty-four hour circadian control data for the three hemodynamic
parameters were measured during several non-LBPP days in each experiment in
this series (Fig. 7).

None of the variables demonstrated a significant

time-dependence as determined by a two-way analysis of variance (General
Linear Models, SAS Inst. Inc., Raleigh, NC).

Although it appeared in

particular that CVP was affected by circadian control, this variation was well
within the range of the standard error.
n=10).

(Standard deviation = 3 x S.E.,

Variance due to differences between the animals was highly significant

(P<.0001).

Mean daily values were 288.5 ± 20.7 (x ± S.D.) for heart rate,

135.5 ±7.1 mmHg for arterial blood pressure, and .78 ± .8 cm H^O for
central venous pressure.

Each of these mean values were similar to the values

observed durng the control and recovery phases of both day and night LBPP
stimuli.

Urinary Responses to Lower Body Positive Pressure
In contrast to the hemodynamic changes, responses in several renal
parameters demonstrated a significant dependence on the time of LBPP
exposure.

Fig. 8A displays the urinary data from the day-LBPP stimulus during

the same experiments as were shown in Fig. 6.

Urine flow (V) increased during

the day pressure period from a control level of 2.1 ± .3 to a level of 3.5 ±
.4 ml/hr (P<.05).

A marked further increase in V to 6.6 ± 2.4 ml/hr was

observed in the two hour period immediately following the termination of
LBPP.

Urine flow subsequently decreased to pre-stimulus levels.
Urine sodium excretion (U^V) showed a large increase from control

levels of 71.1 ± 14 to 271.2 ± 37 yEq/hr (P<.001) during daytime LBPP.

A

further rise in U^v to 511.4 ± 166 yEq/hr was noted during the two hours
immediately after LBPP cessation.

A reduction to pre-stimulus levels then
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Control hemodynamic measurements in four squirrel monkeys
throughout a 24-hour period. Each time point represents
multiple observations in each animal (total n=7-10), and
is shown as mean ±SE. Animals were maintained in a
LD 12:12 cycle as indicated along the time axis. Dash
lines in each graph indicate 24-hour means.
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B.

A.

NIGHT

Figure 8.

A. - Urinary responses to daytime LBPP. The duration
of LBPP application is as indicated in Fig. 6. The
light-dark cycle is represented above the time axis.
Data are from the same four animals and experiments
as in Fig. 6.
B. - Urinary responses to nighttime LBPP.
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occurred over the subsequent four hours.

Urine sodium concentration (U^a),

however, reached its peak (85 ± 5.0yEq/ml) during the latter portion of LBPP
and decreased to control levels within four hours after the pressure was
discontinued.
Urine osmolality (Ugsm) decreased from 1,443 ± 204 to 707.5 ± 132
mOsm/KgH^O (P<.05) during the latter two-hour portion of the day-LBPP
period.

This low urine osmolality persisted without any further decrease

during the first two hours post-stimulus and then increased gradually to
control levels over the next 6 hours.
The urinary responses were markedly different (Fig. 8B) when the same
LBPP stimulus was administered at night (00oo-04o0).

Urine flow did not

demonstrate significant increases throughout the night LBPP period and rose
only slightly to 2.8 ± .88 ml s/hr during the two hours after lower body
pressure was terminated.

A small elevation in urine sodium excretion was

noted during night LBPP, but this increase only became significantly different
from the control level (27.6 ± 13.5) during the immediate post-pressure period
when it rose to 177.4 ± 88.4 yEq/hr (P<.05).

Thus the natriuretic response

was markedly reduced as compared to the daytime LBPP response.

Urine sodium

concentration displayed a gradual increase in response to LBPP as compared to
the rapid rise observed during the day exposure.

In the two hour post LBPP

period, U^a was elevated (P<.05) compared with control levels.

Both UNaV

and U^a remained elevated for six hours after the night LBPP stimulus,
whereas a more rapid recovery was observed during the day.

It was noted that

control rates of both variables were significantly greater during the day than
at night.
During the night LBPP stimulus, urine osmolality was the only variable
that demonstrated a significant change.

-
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A decrease was observed from a

-

control level of 1,918 ± 163 to a value of 823 ± 116 mOsm/kg H^O (P<.05)
during the latter two hours of LBPP exposure.

This response was statistically

indistinguishable from the daytime changes observed in UQsm in both
amplitude and time course.

Recovery to control levels was achieved eight

hours after LBPP was terminated.

No significant differences were noted

between day versus nighttime UQsm during any of the control, experimental,
or recovery periods.

Drinking Behavior in Animals Subjected to LBPP
To examine the role of the drinking pattern and changes in thirst in the
diuretic responses to LBPP, drinking activity was continuously monitored.
Drinking water was continuously available to the squirrel monkeys during these
studies.

Under conditions of the LD 12:12 cycle, drinking behavior

demonstrated a marked circadian rhythm, with nearly all drinking occurring
during the time of lights-on, with a mean daily consumption of 73.5 ± 10 mis
(average of 6.1 ml/hr) during lights-on.

The results are shown (Fig. 9)

throughout 24 hrs which included the day-LBPP stimulus of the previous two
figures.
Drinking increased abruptly after lights-on at 08°° to a control level
of 6.5 ± 17 mls/hr.

With the onset of LBPP at 1200, there was an immediate

cessation of water intake followed by a gradual increase which only approached
control levels by the end of the four hour pressure period.

The mean intake

for the LBPP period was 2.5 ± 0.9 mls/hr which was significantly (P<.05)
reduced compared to the prior control period and to time controls from other
days of the experiment.

A compensatory doubling of the control drinking rate

was observed immediately following the termination of LBPP.

This elevated

intake quickly fell, and the animal reestablished a normal drinking rate.

-
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DAY

Time of Day <hrs.>

Figure 9.

Water consumption of four squirrel monkeys (mean±SE),
before, during, and after exposure to day LBPP. Timing
of LBPP, and the LD cycle is as previously indicated.
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which was maintained until it decreased to negligible levels with lights-off
at 2000 hr.
Drinking during the night was insignificant.

None of the four animals

demonstrated compensatory increases in fluid intake following the cessation of
nighttime LBPP.

With lights-on at 08°° the next morning, drinking resumed

at normal control levels.

Role of Circadian Variations in the Urinary Responses to LBPP
To further evaluate the contribution of circadian baseline variations to
the day-night-differences in the urinary water and electrolyte response to
LBPP, eight animals without saline infusions were studied.

Fig. 10 shows the

mean urinary sodium and potassium excretion from these experiments.

Data from

the daytime LBPP is displayed on the left, and that from the night exposure on
the right.

The shaded portions of each graph represent control data (x ±S.E.)

derived by combining the twelve hour periods from these animals prior to both
day and night pressure stimuli.
UNAV demonstrated a small amplitude circadian rhythm (range 2.59 ± .26
(2000-O800) to 4.16 ± .95 (O800-2000) yEq/hr) with a mean level which
was much lower than that from the four animals receiving saline infusions used
in previous studies.

The exposure to LBPP produced an increase in U^V

which reached nearly 50 times normal peak control levels during the two hour
period post-stimulus.

LBPP at night induced a slight elevation in U^V

particularly in the initial post-pressure period.

However, the increase was

not significantly different from the control excretion during the same time
period.
In contrast, U^v, whose baseline data demonstrated a marked circadian
variation (range 135.7 ± 10.6 to 227.6 ± 11.6 yEq/hr), displayed no
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Figure 10.

Contribution of the circadian variations in urinary
sodium and potassium excretion to the renal responses
to day and night LBPP. Shaded portions represent con¬
trol data (x ±SE), and the solid lines show the data
for the days when LBPP was applied.
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significant change during the exposure to LBPP.

At both times of exposure,

U^,V did increase in the two hour period after the pressure was discontinued,
but this increase was not significantly different from the control rates.
Urine flow in these studies, also demonstrated a small but significant
(P<.001) diurnal variation (range 2.2 ± .1 to 1.27 ± .1 ml/hr), and the day
versus night responses of urine flow to LBPP were similar to those seen in the
saline infusion.

In contrast urine osmolality did not exhibit any significant

circadian variation.
To one of the animals used in this series, LBPP (4-hrs) was applied at
two additional times to the day and night pulses: from O900-1300 and from
2000-2400.

The natriuretic responses at each time of LBPP administration

are shown in Fig. 11 represented as a percentage of the maximum response which
was observed with the 1200-1600 hr stimulus.

The changes induced in

U^V appeared to follow a continuum; intermediate responses were observed at
the two added times of exposure, and day and nighttime pulses produced maximal
and minimal changes respectively.

The finding (here, in one animal) suggests

that the nocturnal suppression of increases in V and U^aV to LBPP may
represent a phase point in a continuous response curve at each hour of the
24-hr day.

This point is reexamined later in the studies on the effects of

four-day LBPP exposure.
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Time of Stimulus <EST>

Figure 11.

Urinary sodium excretion in an animal exposed to four-hour
LBPP at four different times of day. Data is normalized
to the maximal percentage increase observed during the
1200-1600 stimulation.
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DISCUSSION

The renal and hemodynamic responses to 4-hour central vascular expansion
have been examined in a conscious non-human primate using the non-invasive
stimulus of lower body positive pressure.

LBPP, when applied during day or

night, resulted in nearly identical alterations in CVP, HR, and ABP, yet
produced strikingly different responses in V and U^V.

In contrast to the

marked diuresis and natriuresis observed during daytime LBPP, nocturnal
exposure induced only mnimal increases in response to both day and nighttime
LBPP.
The elevation of CVP during both day and night LBPP exposure presumably
represented an increase in atrial distension associated with thoracic volume
expansion.

This was similar to increases observed with head-out water

inmersion of man (5,10,45,47,48,106) and within the range induced by direct
balloon distension of left and right atria in anesthetized animals (71,91).
An increase in HR following direct elevations of right and left atrial
pressure has been documented in anesthetized dogs (96,120) and attributed to
reflex stimulation of cardiac sympathetic efferents by atrial volume receptors
via vagal afferents (111,125).

However, studies in man (5), as well as in

non-human primates (76,77) have not demonstrated significant changes in HR
following water immersion, and it has been suggested that the response may
have no relevance to primates (19).

Our study in conscious squirrel monkeys,

however, noted consistent elevations of HR with LBPP.
to differences itv
receptor

This finding may relate

the two techniques regarding the nature of specific

stimulation.

For example, the relative degree of right versus left

atrial stimulation (24,111,125), and the effects of positive (or negative)
pressure breathing (48,65) might have contributed to the conflicting findings.
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It is unlikely that the LBPP-induced alterations in blood pressure
contributed directly to the urinary responses.

The pattern of change in ABP

was identical with both day and night pressure exposure, whereas the increased
urine flow and sodium excretion were markedly curtailed at night.

At both

times of exposure, changes in these urinary variables, as well as in urine
osmolality, persisted or increased after the termination of LBPP, whereas, ABP
returned rapidly to control levels.
The diuretic response to daytime LBPP reached 3 to 4 times the control
urine flow rate, similar to increases observed following head-out water
immersion in hydrated subjects (15,48,50).

This increase in V was

characterized both by a decrease in T^j Q (P<.05) in the latter half of
the LBPP period, and by a concomitant saline diuresis.

In contrast, studies

utilizing atrial balloon stretch in dogs (often food and fluid deprived 18 hr
prior to study) have mostly noted a free-water diuresis, and related this
change to a vagus mediated reflex suppression of ADH secretion
(35,71,91,122).
in

Water immersion has also been demonstrated to induce a fall

and ADH secretion, as well as a saline diuresis (48,50,57),* however,

sufficient hydration is necessary to produce an increase in CH

The

squirrel monkeys had an average daily fluid intake of 8% body weight, more
than that reported by Behn (15), or Epstein (48,50) for their hydrated
subjects, so the finding of a free-water diuresis in the present studies is
consistent with their earlier observations.

The presence of a marked saline

diuresis, concomitant with the drop in UQsm suggests that in addition to a
fall in ADH, an enhancement of free-water production and/or a diluting of the
medullary concentrating gradient

may be involved.

The most prominent urinary response observed during daytime LBPP was an
increase in U^y and (UNa).

This has not been consistently observed in
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studies using anesthetized animals and atrial balloon distension
(35,64,71,75), although a recent study using this technique and controlling
renal perfusion pressure with a supraaortic clamp did report increases of
nearly 100% in LL V (152).

Our findings are in particularly close agreement

with those observed in sodium replete human subjects undergoing head-out water
immersion (50,52).

The variability in the responses may stem in part from

differing sodium states between subjects used in each study (71), and from the
effects of anesthesia (133).
V increased in the immediate period following LBPP cessation before
returning to control levels.

This finding contrasts somewhat to

investigations utilizing techniques such as atrial stretch and water
immersion, where a sustained but diminishing response in IL V and V has
IN a

often been observed in the post-stimulus period (15,48,50,122,182).

At the

time of termination of LBPP, the squirrel monkeys had experienced both a
decreased fluid intake and an increased urine outflow throughout the preceding
four hours; thus a compensatory increase in drinking took place over the
ensuing two hours.

The elevation in U

fluid load (V rose markedly while

v and V likely reflected this acute
remained constant), perhaps indicating

the sustained presence of the diuresis-natriuresis potentiating state induced
during LBPP.

In support of this hypothesis, some other studies (26) examining

the long-term responses to LBPP

(to be presented later) have shown that once

a stable fluid input/output state is established after two days, termination
of LBPP is no longer associated with an increase in drinking, and an
antidiuresis and gradual antinatriuresis occur.
A second factor which may have contributed to the large post-stimulus
response on the present study was the release of LBPP pressure itself,
reducing the force required for micturition.
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This may partially explain the

slight increase in UNaV and V following nightime LBPP, when waterconsumption
did not rise.

This effect, however, would appear to be slight, for even with

these lower urine volumes, spontaeous voiding occurred during nighttime LBPP.
Potassium excretion in response to a 4-hr. exposure to LBPP did not
deviate significantly from the normal circadian pattern, (Fig. 5).

A

kaliuresis has rarely been noted in studies using atrial stretch (35,91,122).
It has been more frequently documented in humans undergoing water-immersion
(48,50), but this response has not been consitently observed, and appears to
be somewhat transient in sodium replete subjects (50,52).

Other investigations

have demonstrated a reflex decrease in aldosterone secretion in response to
central volume expansion (4,51,52,57A,112).

A fall in aldosterone induced by

LBPP would tend to decrease U^V, whereas the increase in intraluminal flow
would enhance distal K+ loss (42,67,79), thereby increasing U^V.

The

extent and time course of the U^V response would therefore depend on the
relative contributions of these two factors.

It will be shown later on that

with a 12 hour exposure to LBPP U^V increases during a sustained diuresis
even though aldosterone remains depressed.
Although both food and water consumption occurred primarily during the
period of lights-on it seems unlikely that this contributed significantly to
the day versus night differences in urinary control rates, or to the responses
to LBPP.

In the first set of experiments, intravenous infusions provided an

additional daily continuous fluid and saline load (20 ml H^O with 1.5 mEq
Na+ per 24 hrs.), yet the day versus night differences were similar to those
observed in the studies relying solely on oral intake.

Furthermore, Tloore-Ede

et al. conducted studies in squirrel monkeys which demonstrate that the normal
circaedian patterns of V, U^V, and U^V are essentially unaltered during
periods of food or water deprivation, or when intake is distributed equally
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throughout the 24 hr day (137).
(32,182).

Similar findings have been reported in man

Sulzman et al. observed animals (squirrel monkeys in constant

light) whose circadian rhythms of drinking and feeding were free-running with
different periods from those of urinary fluid and electrolyte excretion. In
this situation oral intake and urine output exhibited continually changing
relative phase, and a significant passive relationship between the two could
not exist.
An interaction of several control mechanisms is likely involved in the
efferent loop of the

reflex response to LBPP, for while changes in

V and

V were largely diminished with nocturnal exposure, Ugsm and Tg g fell
similarly during both day and night stimuli.

These changes were simultaneous,

suggesting that in addition to an increase in free-water production, a primary
alteration in tubular soium handling, under circadian control, was involved.
Changes in GFR and RBF may have been induced by LBPP, thereby contributing to
the urinary responses.

However, the gradual time course for recovery of

U^aV, V and Ugsm following LBPP cessation indicated that alterations in
renal hemodynamics, as well as any neural responses such as decreases in
efferent renal sympathetic activity (39,152), would not totally explain the
responses.

There is a 1 to 2 hr time lag before changes in aldosterone

v

secretion result in changes in 1)^

(52,155), and thus it would not explain

the prompt onset of the natriuretic response.

Other humoral factors which may

have affected U^aV by a combination of distal tubular effects, peritubular
physical forces, and changes in GFR and intrarenal blood flow, would include
prostaglandins, catecholamines, angiotensin II, and natriuretic hormone
(3,37,108,109).
Endogenous circadian rhythms in the squirrel monkey

(and man)

of

electrolyte and water excretion, and in several plasma hormones, have been
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previously documented (6,25,66,114,139,140).

It is likely that the hormonal

and neural pathways that mediate these circadian variations also play a major
role in the nocturnal suppression of the LBPP urinary response.
The demonstration of nocturnal suppression by the urinary response to
cephalad fluid shifts in the squirrel monkey corroborates previous work
(32,182) examining the effects of postural changes in man at different times
of day.

Reduction of the renal responses at night, when recumbency is

normally assumed, may be an important adaptation ensuring fluid conservation
in humans and other primate species with erect postures.
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SECTION IV

Role of Arginine Vasopressin in the
Urinary Responses to
Lower Body Positive Pressure

RESULTS

Responses of plasma arginine vasopressin to LBPP
Plasma arginine vasopressin (AVP) concentration was measured by a
sensitive radioiunmuno assay and found to decrease significantly by an average
of 48% in response to daytime LBPP (1200-1600, Fig. 12).

Control levels

were measured at 10°° hr, two hours prior to LBPP-onset, and had a mean of
13.03 ±1.9 pg/ml.

By 1500 hr, three hours after the initiation of LBPP

stimulation, plasma concentration had fallen by a mean of 6.23 ± 1.6 (Pc.Ol,
paired t-test) as compared to the controls.

At four hours after LBPP

termination (20°° hr) AVP had increased again (in all but one animal) to a
mean of 9.03 ±1.9 pg/ml.

However the recovery concentration was still

significantly less than the pre-LBPP mean control level (P<.05).

Time control

measurements at 1500 hr were greater (P<.05) than the reduced level observed
at the same time while the animal was under LBPP.
Urinary responses measured simultaneously in these studies were similar
to those observed in the earlier cited experiments.

Urine flow rose from a

four-hour control rate of 1.4 ± .2 to 2.0 ± .4 ml/hr during LBPP and
demonstrated a further increase to 3.6 ±1.0 ml/hr in the two hours
immediately following LBPP termination.

UNaV'increased from 24.0 ± 13 Eq/hr

to 51.7 ± 20.3 in the four hour pressure period.
215

An additional marked rise to

±103 Eq/hr was noted in the initial recovery period.

Urinary potassium

excretion was not significantly affected in these studies.

As in the previous

study, increases in U^V during and after LBPP were not statistically
different from normal control rates at the same time of day.

Urine osmolality

was not measured in each of the animals in this study; however, in those
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Figure 12.

Responses of plasma arginine vasopressin in six squirrel
monkeys exposed to LBPP from 1200-1600 hr. Plasma samples
were drawn at 1000, 1500, and 2000 hr. Animals were
maintained in a LD 12:12 cycle as in previous studies.
Values for the individual experiments are displayed
connected by solid lines. Means and standard errors
are given for each sample group (bold lines - diamonds).
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animals for which it was measured, decreases nearly identical to those
observed in the earlier studies were obtained.

UQsm fell similarly by an

average of 50% in the latter two hours of LBPP, and remained decreased in the
initial two hour recovery period.
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Effect of exogenous AVP infusion on urinary responses to LBPP
To further examine the contribution of AVP suppression to the urinary
responses to daytime lower body positive pressure, two animals were studied in
which exogenous AVP was administered throughout the period of lower body
positive pressure.

The delivery rate was calculated to be at or above the

upper limit of pituitary secretion capacity (as stimulated by maxiumal
dehydration).

Each animal received infusions of 500 yU/min/kg AVP at a pump

flow delivery rate of 7 yl/min starting at 10°° hr.

Urinary responses were

examined both in the presence and in the absence of LBPP (Fig. 13).
Both animals displayed a natriuresis and diuresis, and a decrease in
urine osmolality during and after LBPP in spite of the simultaneous
adminstration of continuous intravenous vasopressin.

However, when the AVP

infusions were provided without LBPP, UNav and V also increased several
fold; in the case of one animal reaching 91% and 85% respectively of the
maxiumal responses observed

during LBPP exposure.

The naturiuresis and

diuresis due solely to AVP administration appeared within the first two hours
and both resolved spontaneously after 4-6 hours, prior to the cessation of the
infusion.

The time course of the responses was altered by the addition of

LBPP with maximal V and U^V changes occurring later in both animals, and
continuing after the termination of LBPP.
Few conclusions could be drawn from the two experiments as the precise
nature of their responses to AVP infusions both with and without LBPP were
different in both amplitude and time course, and clearly more animals would
need to be studied.

What does seem clear, however, is the difficulty inherent

in studying the role of AVP suppression by infusing high levels of the hormone
to override this response.

At these doses, vasopressin itself induces both a

diuresis and natriuresis, so any possible effects or altering the reflex
changes due to LBPP (presumably acting to increase urine flow) are obscured.

- WITH LBPP
-- WITHOUT LBPP

S-731
RVP INF.

S-732
!■

i .————

HVP INF.

TIME OF DRY C HRS

Figure 13.

1

Urinary responses following intravenous arginine vasopressin
infusion (500 U/kg/min) both with and without 4-hour LBPP
exposure (n=2). Timing of the hormone infusions are shown
by solid bars, and that of LBPP by stripped bars placed above
both sets of graphs.
Solid lines indicate studies in which
both AVP and LBPP were administered. The dash line displays
the responses in the same animals to exogenous hormone infu¬
sions without the addition of LBPP. Timing of the LD cycle
is indicated along the time axis.
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Urinary responses to LBPP during exogenous DDAVP administration
In an attempt to eliminate the conflicting changes in U^v and V due to
actions of arginine vasopressin other than its anti-diuretic potency, similar
infusion experiments were conducted using the synthetic hormone Des - amino 8-D arginine vasopressin (DDAVP).

This altered form of vasopressin has

approximately 5 times the antidiuretic potency of AVP, but only minimal
pressor effectiveness.

The results of mean urinary responses in five animals

to DDAVP infusions both with and without LBPP, as well as responses to LBPP in
the absence of hormone infusions, are shown in Figurs 14 and 15.
In marked contrast to the responses induced purely by the AVP infusions,
the administration of DDAVP did not change either U^V or V (Fig. 14).

When

LBPP was applied during the daytime period (1200 -1600) while DDAVP was
infused, a marked natriuresis, diuresis, and fall in urine osmolality was
observed.

Urine flow increased by 180% during the LBPP as compared to the

four-hour control level

(O800-1200 ; 1.1 ±

.16 -control, 3.08 ±

.68 -LBPP)

(P<.01), and further increased by 280% above the control rate during the two
hours after LBPP termination.

U^v also rose markedly from a control rate

of 31.6 ± 8.4 to 287.6 ± 116.4 (9.1 fold increase) during LBPP in spite of
DDAVP infusion, and then rose to more than 12 times the control rate in the
first two recovery hours.

Urinary potassium excretion was elevated by 130%

(164.1 ± 34,1-control to 378.8
after the LBPP period.

±71.7; P<.05) both during and immediately

However, neither of these increases were significantly

different from the excretion rates observed during the same time periods, both
with and without the addition of DDAVP infusion.

(UM V - DDAVP infusion

without LBPP —(1200-1600)205 .2 ± 34.4 Eq/hr; (1600-1800) 258.7 ±
17.6).

This was in contrast to the elevations observed in V~and U^V, which

were significantly different from controls that provided exogenous DDAVP but

LBPP

TIME

Figure 14.

OF DAY (HRS)

Urinary sodium and volume excretion (x ±SE) during three
studies: 1) Solid lines (-), animals continuously
infused with intravenous des-amino 8-D arginine vasopressin
(DDAVP, at a rate of .125 pg/kg/min) from 1000-1700 hr., and
exposed to LBPP from 1200-1600 hr.
2) Dash lines (---), animals (n=4) administered
DDAVP without additional stimulation with LBPP.
3) Dotted lines (•••)» animals (n=9) exposed to
LBPP (daytime) without any hormone infusions.
Timing to the light-dark cycle, and administration
of hormone and LBPP stimuli are as indicated in previous
figures.
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that did not apply LBPP.

Figure 14 also displays the response in V and U.. V
Na

when the same animals were exposed to daytime LBPP stimuli without any hormone
infusions

(n=8).The natriuresis and diuresis induced by LBPP alone was

statistically indistiguishable from that produced when DDAVP was simultaneously
administered.

Although there was an indication that both variables increased

earlier when both LBPP and DDAVP were applied, this was not significant, and
overall, the time course of these responses were similar in the two
experimental settings.
Unlike urine flow and sodium excretion, the response of urine osmolality
to daytime lower body positive pressure was significantly altered by the
simultaneous administraton of intravenous DDAVP.
changes in Uq

Figure 15 displays the

following the same three experimental procedures as above:

LBPP + DDAVP, LBPP alone, and DDAVP alone.

Infusion of DDAVP caused a slight

increase in UQsm (n=3), although the change was not significant.

When LBPP

was applied during the infusion period, urine osmolality decreased from a
two-hour mean (1000-1200) of 1770 ± 193 to 1185 ± 164 mOsm/KgH^O (P<.05)
by the latter half of the presure exposure period.

This level was maintained

for the first hour after LBPP termination, while DDAVP was still provided, and
returned to a level of 1514 ± 272 by 1800-2000 hour.

When animals were

exposed solely to daytime LBPP (n=6), UQsm decreased from 1738 ± 223 to
727 ± 94 mOsm/Kg H^O (P<.005) by the second two hours of LBPP.

This

reduction of 58% in Ugsm was significantly greater (P<.05) than the 33%, fall
observed when both LBPP and DDAVP were provided.
Further evidence that DDAVP affected the degree of free-water excretion
following LBPP stimulation is provided in Table I, which lists both individual
and mean changes of free-water reabsorption (negative free-water clearance)
for LBPP alone and LBPP + DDAVP studies.
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The calculations used a constant

URINE OSMOLALITY

(mOsm/kgH20)

LBPP

TIME OF DAY (HRS)

Figure 15.

Urine osmolality responses during the same three
experimental series as displayed in Fig. 14, (x± SE).
Data for the studies supplying LBPP alone (dotted lines)
were compiled using results of the experiments of
Fig. 8, and studies of Fig. 14.Data indicated with the
solid and dash lines were measured in the same experi¬
ments of the previous figure.
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Table I.

Free Water Reabsorption - Response to LBPP with and
without DDAVP infusion.

Tc
expressed as ml/hr.
h2o

1) LBPP
Experiment
+

1

2

3

4

5

6

10-12

13.9

7.5

4.2

8.5

4.2

16.5

9.1

2.0

12-14

6.5

7.9

4.2

15.5

4.3

8.6

7.8

1.7

14-16

5.5

3.9

1.3

8.4

1.1

2.8

3.8*

1.1

16-18

5.5

6.1

2.7

9.5

7.0

14.3

7.5

1.6

7.4

1.6

S.E.

T ime

2) LBPP + DDAVP
10-12

6.6

4.9

11.1

11.5

3.0

12-14

14.7

11.9

24.6

17.5

3.3

14-16

5.1

2.9

11.6

12.2

3.7

7.1

2.1

16-17

9.6

20.9

10.0

4.7

10.0

9.8

3.0

17-18

6.7

4.9

10.0

4.5

4.0

6.0

1.1

*

P

** P

.05 -(unpaired Student's t-test) compared to 10-12 control
.05 -(paired t-test) compared to 10-12 control
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plasma osmolality value of 290 mOsm/kg H^O which was an average of control
levels measured in many studies.

If plasma osmolalities ranging from 280

to 300 mOsm/kg H^O were used in the calculations, the resulting values for
a demonstrated the same relationships (and testing of statistical sig-

r^O

nificance) as those provided in the table.

In studies applying LBPP

without hormone infusions,(composite data from the previous section, and
hemodynamic studies of the first section), T

H^O

fell from a mean of 9.1 ±2.0

during the two-hour control period to 3.8 ±1.1 ml/hr (P< .05) in the
second half of LBPP exposure.

When DDAVP was infused, LBPP was associated

with a rise in Tc
during the first two hours of the stimulus (from 7.4± 1.6
H^O
to 14.4 ± 3.5; P< .05 by paired t-test) which then returned back to normal
levels by the latter pressure period.

At no time in the study did T

decrease significantly below control rates.

h2o

Although urine osmolality remained

decreased in the first two hours of recovery in both LBPP and LBPP + DDAVP
studies, free-water reabsorption returned or remained within the control range.
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DISCUSSION
LBPP applied during the day (1200-1600) resulted in a near 50%
reduction in the plasma concentration of arginine vasopressin after three
hours of exposure.

This change was accompanied by

Ugsm and T|_| g and a marked natriuresis and diuresis.

an almost 60% fall

in

Simultaneous

intravenous infusion of the synthetic hormone DDAVP during LBPP stimulation
did not alter these increases in UNaV and V, however Ugsm was only
decreased by approximately 30% and Tjj q increased rather than
decreased in the first hours of LBPP, and then returned to control levels.
Infusions of AVP (without LBPP) produced a moderate natriuresis and diuresis,
both of which were further enchanced when LBPP was applied.

In contrast,

DDAVP infused at rates comparable to those used for AVP (with regards to
antidiuretic potency), did not significantly alter fluid or electrolyte
excretion.
Several studies have demonstrated that AVP secretion is inhibited
following stimulation of atrial receptors by balloon distension, or after
enhancing central thoracic volume by headout water immersion (24,35,57,91).
However these findings have not been without controversy (99,100).

Only

recently has the more sensitive radioimmuno assay technique been applied to
these studies.

DeTorrente et.al. (35) have reported a 55% reduction plasma

AVP (27.6 to 12.3 pg/ml) following left atrial distension (increase of 14.2 cm
H^O transmural pressure).

Epstein et.al. (57), studying head-out water

inmersion in fluid deprived human subjects, has noted a 50% reduction in
urinary AVP excretion after 3 hours.

The results from conscious squirrel

monkeys exposed to LBPP are in agreement with these previous reports as to the
degree of hormone reduction.

Hourly plasma ADH levels were not measured in

our studies;however, the time courses of U„

and Tc

Osm d,lu 'H n were
2U
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sufficiently delayed to suggest that the fall in AVP concentration also
proceeded over a two to three hour time course.

This would be in agreement

with the immersion studies mentioned above, but in contrast to the experiments
studying LAD-stimulation of only 30 minutes duration in anesthetized dogs
(24 ,35 ,91).
Other possible causes for the observed fall in AVP concentration must be
considered.

Alterations in posture have been noted to affect vasopressin

secretion (59,162,163,167,169).

However, throughout the current experiments,

animals maintained a seated position in the chair apparatus, and thus postural
affects could not be involved.

The previous studies have demonstrated a

transient increase in arterial blood pressure with LBPP that is most marked at
the beginning of the pressure period.

Carotid baroreceptors are thought to

mediate vasopressin release via parasympathetic pathways, and an activation of
these receptors by the changes in systemic blood pressure would produce a
decrease in ADH secretion (162,163,167).

However, time courses for ABP and

AVP changes correlated poorly, and a cause-effect association is unlikely.

By

the third and fourth hours of LBPP, ABP was insignificantly elevated compared
to control levels, whereas this was a time when AVP was found to be
suppressed.

Finally, the changes in AVP could have been a function of normal

circadian variability.

Although not yet fully reported in squirrel monkeys,

circadian rhythms of ADH activity have been reported in man and in other
animal species (6,66,114).

The general pattern of variation is that hormone

levels peak between OO00 and 04°° hr, and then decline rapidly over the
next six hours to a plateau level, only minimally altered throughout the
remaining fourteen hours.

To the extent that this pattern is applicable to

monkeys, the relatively sudden midday fall of 60% in plama AVP would not seen
likely a mainfestation of diurnal oscillations.

Time control measurements

taken at 1500 hr further confirmed this conclusion.

'

Arginine vasopressin concentration returned to an average of 75% of the
initial control level after 4 hours of recovery from the LBPP stimulus. Urine
osmolality also returned gradually (U0sm at 20°° hr was 1200 mOsm/kg H^O,
still 30% reduced compared to pre-LBPP controls) while Jp, ~ increased
n

rapidly.

Several studies have reported that following the cessation of central

volume expansion or LAD, the suppression of AVP is often reversed within 30
minutes, (35,91) and in one study rose to 2-3 times the control values (57).
The apparent failure of AVP to fully reattain control levels after 4 hours in
our studies may have represented a prolonged recovery phase for hormonal
secretion and thus be in contrast to these previous reports.

However, we did

not measure AVP concentration in the first recovery hour, and any acute
elevations would have been missed.

In Epstein's et al. study, subjects were

fluid deprived 14 hours prior to inmersion, and their baseline ADH excretion
was higher than normal.

The further loss of fluid and solutes during

inmersion may have pronounced this dehydration and provided a very strong
stimulus for vasopressin release upon recovery.

Furthermore, studies which

used anesthetized dogs may have introduced complicating effects of vasopressin
secretion enhancement due to anesthesia and to surgical manipulations
(59,60).

A second explanation for the somewhat reduced 20°° AVP levels

might relate to normal circadian variability.

A full series of circadian

control data is required to address this possibility.
The infusion of 500 yU/kg/min arginine vasopressin (in a limited sample)
was associated with a marked increase in UN V and V, rather than producing
an antidiuresis.

This observation has been made in a number of experimental

animals (13,18).

The response is mostly manifested in animals when urine

osmolality exceeds that of plasma and when large doses of vasopressin were
exogenously administered (58).

A hormone pressor activity appears to increase
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renal perfusion, increase GFR, and may alter intrarenal blood flow, release
renal prostaglandins, and change collecting duct sodium permeability thus
promoting a salt and water diuresis (2,3,164).

In a number of studies in

which AVP was administered to dogs undergoing LAD, the usually observed
diuretic responses were often not affected unless large doses of vasopressin
were administered (105,120,121).
an osmotic diuresis observed.

At these levels,

v

was increased, and

It seems possible that pressor effects of the

hormone enhanced these responses.

Certainly in the conscious squirrel

monkeys, such levels of antidiuretic hormone sufficiently altered urinary
excretion so that conclusions on their action in suppressing LBPP responses
were

obscured.
In contrast to the AVP infusions, DDAVP did not elevate

tended to slightly increase urine osmolality.

V or V and

DDAVP is reported to have 3

times the antidiuretic potency of AVP (on an equimolar basis), but only 1/800
the pressor activity (159,160).
identical to AVP (166,195).

Its mechanism of action is thought to be

Johnson et al. (90) have recently compared the

effects of DDAVP (50 pg/kg/min) and AVP (400 yU/kg/min) in dogs and noted that
while the latter altered U^V and UNaV’ both hormones significantly reduced
urine flow and elevated urine osmolality more than ten fold.

In monkeys,

DDAVP only mildly altered Uq^, although this may have been a result of the
prior urine hypertonicity thus diminishing the potential for further
anti diuretic activity.
The responses of urine flow and sodium excretion to LBPP were not
altered by the addition of DDAVP.
fall in T^j q.

However, the hormone did prevent any

Thus in addition to changes in vasopressin secretion

(presumably responsible for the increase in Cu _ (reduce t£ rt), a
nn

separate factor or combination of factors would seem responsible for the
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natriuresis and osmotic diuresis.

Urine osmolality still decreased in the

latter LBPP period even with DDAVP infusions and remained low during the first
recovery hour.

Thus part of the decrease in UQsm observed with LBPP is

likely mediated by changes other than collecting duct water permeabi1ity.
High urine flows and diminished tubular sodium reabsorption could produce a
dilution of the medullary concentrating gradient and lower Ugsm while
increasing U^V or V.

Additional evidence for this hypothesis has been

found in measurements of urine urea concentration during daytime LBPP (Table
II).

Urea is the solute most responsible for maintaining the countercurrent

TABLE II

Urinary Urea Concentration Response to LBPP
Experiment

Time

1

2

3

08-10

1916

3120

3850

2962

10-12

2450

3280

3850

3193

1782

3900

3850

3160

1527

1665

1940

1711

16-18

560

350

870

593

18-20

300

1400

1540

1080

12-14
14-16

- LBPP
-

X

Urea concentration in mg/100 ml

concentrating gradient, and by the latter two hours of LBPP, urinary urea
concentration decreased by 45%.

A marked further decrease was noted after

pressure termination, at the time when V and UNaV often attained maximal
elevations.

These low levels of urinary urea should reflect a reduction of

medullary interstitial concentrations, since the collecting duct is freely

<

permeable to urea.

This might partially explain the prolonged recovery time

for Uqduring recovery from LBPP.
Earlier studies noted that day and nighttime LBPP both induced decreases
in Uq

, while only daytime stimulation produced increases in U^aV and V.

It is possible that similar to the daytime pulse in the present study,
nighttime exposure also inhibited AVP secretion.

Yet nighttime LBPP induced

only a minimal diuresis, and the daytime diuresis (and natriuresis) were not
altered with DDAVP infusions.

Thus it appears that in conscious nonhuman

primates (at least in squirrel monkeys), the suppression of AVP only minimally
contributes to the overall diuresis and natriuresis induced by LBPP.

An

osmotic rather than a free water diuresis would seem to play the predominant
role in the LBPP urinary response.
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SECTION V

Studies on the Control of the Natriuresis of LBPP
1)

Role of mineralocorticoids

2)

Role of renal sympathetic innervation

Suppression of Aldosterone Secretion during LBPP

RESULTS
Figure 16 displays the responses of plasma aldosterone concentration, as
measured by radioinmunoassay, in 5 animals exposed to daytime LBPP.
levels at 10°° hr were 1134 ± 149 pg/ml.

Control

Three hours after LBPP initiation

(at 1500 hr) mean plasma concentration fell to 840 ± 120 (P< .001 paired
t-test).

This value was significantly lower than control levels measured in

four of these animals at 1300 hr.

A third plasma sample was drawn at 20°°

hr after 4 hours of recovery from LBPP; plasma aldosterone was still decreased
with a mean of 711 ± 154 pg/ml.

Urinary responses during these experiments

were very similar to those previously presented (see Fig. 10, 14).

DISCUSSION
This observed reduction in plasma aldosterone during da.y-LBPP is
consistent with findings from other studies using techniques of water
immersion and atrial balloon distension (4,51,52,112).

Yet it is unlikely

that mineralocorticoid suppression predominantly effected the natriuresis of
LBPP.

Sodium excretion increased

within the first 1 to 2 hours of LBPP,

whereas changes in aldosterone have been shown to only first alter U^V
after several hours (155).

Furthermore, in the present studies, plasma

aldosterone remained low even after 4 hours recovery from LBPP, yet U^^v
returned to control levels by L8°°-2000 hr.

It is possible that these

persisting diminished plasma hormone levels contributed to the marked
natriuresis initially observed in the recovery period.
In all of the experimental series examining responses to 4 hours of
daytime LBPP, urinary potassium excretion did not significantly increase in
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LBPP

Figure 16.

Responses of plasma aldosterone in five squirrel monkeys
exposed to LBPP from 1200-1600 hr. Plasma samples were
drawn at 1000, 1500, and 2000 hr, with the latter sample
taken just prior to the LD 12:12 cycle change in chamber
illumination. Values for the individual experiments are
displayed connected by solid lines. Means and standard
errors are provided for each sample group (bold lines
and diamonds).
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spite of large rises in urine flow and sodium excretion.

One of the possible

explanations forwarded (48,50) is that while the elevated tubular intraluminar
flow would likely enhance K+ excretion, a reduction in aldosterone secretion
would promote potassium reabsorption

Thus the two mechanisms would act to

counterbalance one another and the net change in U^V would be minimal.
Although suppression of aldosterone does not likely play a major role in
inducing the natriuresis of LBPP, it may well contribute or augment the
sustained UNaV response and act to inhibit excessive potassium losses.

Role of renal innervation in the urinary responses to LBPP

RESULTS
Two monkeys received bilateral surgical renal denervation using the
technique outlined in the Methods section.

Urinary responses to day and

nighttime LBPP were studied 10 days post operatively in the conscious
animals.

Figure 17 gives the mean sodium and water excretion (standard errors

omitted since n=2) at the two times of LBPP exposure.

In both cases, the

natriuresis and diuresis induced by LBPP in the renal denervated animals
exceeded that observed in the same animals in an intact control study (also
shown in Fig. 17 for these same two animals).

However, inhibition of normal

renal nervous transmission did not appear to alter the extent and time course
of elevations in V and

U^ v

due to daytime LBPP, nor did it effect the

nocturnal suppression of these responses.
Urine flow increased from 1.9 to 3.7 ml/hr during the daytime LBPP
stimulation and further rose to 5.2 ml/hr after pulse termination.

Urine

sodium excretion increased from a control rate of 42.5 to 182 yEq/hr during
pressure stimulation, and to 325.5yEq/hr in the first two hours of recovery.
^Osm decreased by 43% by the latter 2 hours of LBPP.
-
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DRY

NIGHT

TIME OF DRY CHRSD

Figure 17.

TIME OF DRY CHRSD

Mean urinary sodium and volume excretion in intact (dash lines)
and renal denervated (solid lines) animals (n=2) in response to
both day and night LBPP stimuli. Timing for the LD cycle and
stimulation by LBPP is as previously indicated. The same
two animals were used for both the control and denervated studie
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At night, LBPP did not induce prominent increases in V in the renal
denervated animals, and although U^ v appeared to increase slightly, it was
still 50 to 75% lower than the daytime natriuretic response.

Urine osmolality

also decreased by 48% in response to night-LBPP, in similar manner to the
daytime alterations.

All of these urinary responses were not markedly

different from what has previously been observed in animals with intact renal
nerves.
Urine potassium excretion increased by 82% during LBPP (day) (from 180
to 327 yEq/hr), and by 124% following cessation of pressure.

This was

somewhat greater than the changes observed in control animals (see Fig. 10)
during daytime LBPP.
Unilateral nephrectomy of the left side was performed in both animals,
and on one control animal, 5 weeks after the original denervation procedure.
Tissue cathecholamine levels were determined (following extraction from the
entire kidney) by using the trihydroxyindole fluorometric method and
calculated as ng norepinephrine per gram of kidney tissue.

Mean levels in the

two chronically denervated kidneys was 43.85 ng/gm (Animal A: 22.8 ng/gm.
Animal B: 64.9 ng/gm) compared to a control kidney level of 804.5 ng/gm. This
latter value was in agreement with other control kidneys we have examined.
DISCUSSION
Recent investigations have implicated renal sympathetic innervation in
playing a direct role in the control of tubular reabsorption of sodium
(9,10,31,39).

Renal denervation, whether achieved by surgical methods, or by

chemical sympathetic blockers such as phenoxybenzamine or guanethidine, has
been shown to produce a rise in urinary sodium excretion with a fall in
proximal fractional sodium reabsorption (16,17,31).

Furthermore, studies have

demonstrated that efferent renal nerve activity is suppressed by stimuli such
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as left atrial balloon distension (102,152), and this pathway may contribute
to the natriuresis of central volume expansion.
conclusions are based on findings in anesthetized animals.

Most of these
However, some

evidence exists that similar changes pertain to the conscious state as well
(68,69,70).

In studies examining the acute response to LBPP, a prominent

natriuresis has been observed during daytime exposure, but not at night.

The

response persisted in the presence of high levels of exogenous antidiuretic
hormone and appeared largely responsible for the diuresis observed in this
setting.

Thus it seemed possible that a mechanism such as reflex inhibition

of renal sympathetic nerve activity might play a major role in generating the
natriuretic response to daytime LBPP.

In addition, it was speculated that

renal innervation might partially mediate the nocturnal suppression of reflex
changes in

V normally observed during daytime exposure.

The results of this preliminary study using conscious monkeys with
bilateral surgically denervated kidneys indicates that renal sympathetic
innervation does not contribute prominently to either role in the control of
the natriuresis produced by LBPP.

Both denervated animals displayed acute

alterations in U^v, V, and UQsm to day-LBPP similar to those observed in
intact animals, and nighttime stimulation was associated with a marked
suppression of both

v

and V.

As in the case of previous investigations

reported using anesthetized dogs (16,17,21,39), salt and water baseline
excretion appeared to be slightly enhanced as a result of denervation.
Renal norepinephrine level determinations, which have been used by other
investigators to assess the efficacy of the denervation procedure (17,39) were
markedly reduced in the monkey studies.

Although right kidney levels were not

measured, the denervation operation was duplicated exactly for both right and
left kidneys, and it would be highly unlikely if a major consistent
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discrepancy existed in the degree of effective denervation.

Comparison to the

control level may not have been entirely accurate as no sham-denervation
procedure was performed in the control animal, and therefore a 5 week
post-operative state was not present in this case.

However, previous reports

have noted no significant difference in tissue norepinephrine levels between
sham-denervated (renal artery exposed but adventitia left intact and .9% NaCl
applied instead of 95% EtOH) and untouched normal kidneys (17,39).
There are several considerations for the conflict between findings of
the present study in squirrel monkeys and reports in the literature claiming a
relationship between urinary responses to left atrial distension and efferent
renal nerval reflexes.

LAD is a more specific stimulus for activating

intramural stretch receptors than are LBPP induced cephalad fluid shifts, and
differences in the pattern of intrathoracic receptor activation may have
altered the responses in renal sympathetic nerves.

Although some studies have

confirmed a role of renal innervation in both conscious animals and man, this
has long been a source of controversy (19,39,68,179).

It is possible that at

least in the conscious squirrel monkey, relative changes in renal nerve
activity are less pronounced than in the anesthetized rat or dog.

Finally,

the experiments in the monkey were conducted at least 10 days after the
denervation operation.

It is possible that studies examining the effects of

more acute denervation (for example, within a few hours up to 2 to 3 days)
might observe responses different from what would be seen after a more chronic
state developed (39).

Additional animals are presently being studied in this

renal denervation - day-night LBPP protocol.
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SECTION VI

Fluid and Electrolyte Responses to Four Days
Continuous Lower Body Positive Pressure:
Chronic Adaptations to
Central Volume Expansion

RESULTS
Urinary responses to 4-day LBPP

The mean urinary responses in 6 animals exposed to 96 continuous hours
of 20 rmiHg-LBPP both demonstrated the characteristic changes noted previously
to acute stimuli, and subsequently in several variables, displayed evidence
for adaptations to prolonged pressure exposure.

Fig. 18 shows the mean

responses in urine flow, sodium and potassium excretion and urine osmolality
in these studies.
Urine flow increased markedly when LBPP was initiated from a prior
control (30 hours) of 1.28 ± .09 ml/hr to a rate of 3.6 ± .24 over the first 6
hours of LBPP (P<.0001).

This diuresis was curtailed from 20oo-08°° hr

to a mean rate of 2.16 ± .2 ml/hr.

On the second day of LBPP, V increased to

an average rate of 3.3 ± .33 during the time of lights on (08°°-2000);
this pattern consisting of a maximal daytime diuresis followed by a nocturnal
suppression was repeated each day throughout the remainder of the 96 hour LBPP
period.

Mean daytime flow rates were quite consistent at about 3.2 ml/hr,

whereas nighttime flow averaged 1.95 ml/hr.
In contrast,

U^ v

demonstrated an acute increase in the first 6 hours

of LBPP, but subsequent days of the experiment never revealed a natriuretic
response equal in magnitude to this initial rise.

Mean sodium excretion

during the preliminary 6 hours of LBPP was 404.7 ± 47.5 yEq/hr, representing a
15 fold increase over the previous control 30-hour rate of 26.9 ± 4.9.
Similar to urine flow, the natriuretic response demonstrated a nocturnal
suppression with a mean of 173.7 ± 16.4 over the subsequent 12 hour period of
lights-off.

However, in contrast to volume excretion, the second daytime

period of LBPP did not produce increases in UNav even nearly equivalent to
the day before, only reaching a mean of 179 ± 15.9 yEq/hr, less than half the
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LOWER BODY POSITIVE PRESSURE

Figure 18.

Urinary responses (x± SE) of squirrel monkeys (n=6)
before, during and after exposure to four days of
continuous lower body positive air pressure. Vertical
lines are placed at 0800 hr on each day of the
experiment. At 1400 hr of day 2, LBPP was introduced
and the pressure maintained at 20 mmHg until 1400 hr
of day 6. The isolation chamber illumination is
indicated along the time axis.
-
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initial LBPP response rate.

During lights-on on the third day of LBPP, a

further decrease in mean UNaV was noted (112.8 ± 15.6) as compared to the
previous 2 days, and by the final day of exposure, daytime excretion seemed to
plateau at roughly this level.

Throughout the LBPP period, however, UNaV

was significantly increased compared to the pre-LBPP control rate.

As in the

case of urine flow, sodium excretion demonstrated marked circadian variations
with excretion rates during times of lights-off consistently lower than during
the daytime period of lights-on.
Urinary potassium excretion was sustained at an elevated rate of 409.8 ±
39 yEq/hr during the first 6 hours of LBPP.

This response was not marked by

an acute increase to an hourly excretion rate significantly higher than
control rates, but rather U^V was maintained at normal peak rates for an
unusually long period of time.

Mean potassium excretion was thus elevated in

the first 12 hours of LBPP (310 ± 28 yEq/hr) as compared to a 12 hour control
rate at the same circadian phase (231 ± 25 yEq/hr; P< .05).

Like V and

UNaV, nighttime potassium excretion rates during LBPP were consistently
lower than those observed during the day (mean daytime rates - 233.8,
nighttime rates - 136.4).

However, unlike the responses in sodium excretion

or urine flow, in each of the subsequent days of LBPP, U^V returned to
normal rates.

Mean daytime excretion on day 3, for example, was 195.5 ± 19.5,

as compared to original control rates (12 hour daytime mean) of 254.2 ± 25.6
yEq/hr.
Urine osmolality decreased acutely following the onset of LBPP from a
control mean of 1663 ± 49 to 1020.9 ± 81 mOsm/kg H^o (P <.0001).

Throughout

the remaining lower body pressure period, this 40% reduced level was
maintained without significant changes.
Within 6 to 8 hours after the termination of LBPP all urinary variables
recovered to levels statistically indistinguishable from pre-pressure
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controls.

Urinary potassium excretion, which had already returned to control

rates during LBPP, decreased over the initial 6 hours following cessation of
LBPP to a level of 140.8 ± 20.3 yEq/hr, as compared to a corresponding
time-matched pre-LBPP control rate of 312.8 ± 37 (P <.001).

Whereas U^v

and V responses returned rapidly to baseline, urine osmolality recovered more
gradually.

After 24 hours without the lower body pressure stimulus, U^sm

was still reduced to 80% of the pre-LBPP level (P< .01).
Fig. 19 displays 24 hour means derived from the data presented in the
previous figure.

By eliminating circadian variations, this enabled the

baseline responses in each variable to be more clearly observed.

LBPP induced

a stable diuresis with a steady reduction in urine osmolality; both response
curves resembled characteristic step functions indicative of zero order
kinetics.

UNaV di splayed evidence of both zeroth and first order kinetics.

Following the onset of LBPP, UNaV rose rapidly in a step response; however,
with continuation of the pressure stimulus, the natriuresis appeared to
gradually decay in an exponential-1 ike manner over the ensuing 90 hour
period.

An initial sustained increase in UKv was observed (10-hour mean

shown in Fig. 19) which fell to normal and was maintained at control levels
throughout the remainder of the experiment.

When LBPP stimulus was removed,

UKV again demonstrated a short-term self-limited response; in this case the
rate decreased compared to the mean level of the previous day (P< .05).

Thus,

changes in U^V were oriented to the times of onset and termination of the
LBPP stimulus.
In each of the urinary variables (although less clear in Ugsm) marked
circadian variations were observed both before and during the LBPP period.

To

clarify the amplitude and phase of these rhythms, the mean values of Fig. 19
were subtracted from the original time series (two hourly intervals) shown in
Fig. 18, thereby zeroing the baseline and eliminating longitudinal trends in
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Figure 19

Urinary responses to four-day LBPP; data was derived
by averaging the results displayed in Fig. 18.
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each variable.

The results were then subjected to a running 3-point mean

smoothing procedure, by averaging the excretory rate during each two hourly
period with the rates of the two neighboring collections.

The procedure

reduced the influences of the monkeys' irregularly timed micturitions on the
oscillatory excretory patterns without significantly affecting the amplitude
of oscillations.

The final results of this analysis are shown in Fig. 20.

Each of the urinary variables demonstrated a stable circadian variation, with
a period very near 24.0 hours.

U^ V, U^V, and V were all in phase with

each other, with a peak rate at approximately 1500-1700 hour each day, and
a trough at O300-O500 at night.

In both sodium excretion and urine flow,

the amplitude of the circadian rhythm was more than doubled during the LBPP
period as compared to the control and recovery times.

Throughout the pressure

exposure, the mean amplitude for the oscillation in urine flow was .9 ml/hr
and for U^V was 60 uEq/hr.

Urinary potassium excretion did not demonstrate

any major alteration in circadian rhythm amplitude as a result of LBPP and
maintained an average amplitude of 65 yEq/hr.

For each of the three

variables, the range of circadian variation was more than 4 times the average
standard errors of the original time series.
Urine osmolality also displayed a variation which appeared synchronized
to the light-dark cycle and almost 180° out of phase with the three other
urinary parameters.

Oscillations in U^sm were not nearly as symmetric about

the baseline as those of the other excretion rates, and the range of variation
for osmolality fell near entirely within the average standard error for the
original time series (201 ± 12 mOsm/kg H20).

However, the phase of the

oscillation appeared stable, with peak Ugsm consistently between
Ol00-O300 hr, and trough between 1100-1300 hr, indicating that a small
amplitude variation may be present.
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TIME OF DAY (hrs)

Figure 20.

Circadian variations in urinary excretion throughout the
same four-day LBPP study as in Fig. 18. Data was derived
by subtracting the baseline longitudinal means shown in
Fig. 19 from the original time series in Fig. 18. The
result was smoothed using a running three-point mean.
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Changes in plasma potassium and aldosterone concentration

Plasma potassium concentration decreased from a control (1300, one
hour prior to LBPP initiation) of 3.6 ± .1 to 3.2 ± .13 mEq/1 after 7 hours of
LBPP exposure (Fig. 21).

Within 24 hours, plasma K+ had fallen to 3.1 ± .1

(P< .02), and it remained at this lower level throughout LBPP.

Four hours

after the termination of LBPP, plasma potassium concentration returned to a
level of 3.5 ± .15, and by 24 hours of recovery, reached a value of 3.9 ± .14
(P< .01 compared to mean sample value 48 hrs earlier).
Plasma aldosterone decreased acutely from 1405 ± 101 pg/ml to 840 ± 120
(P< .02) after 3 hours of LBPP.

However, by 1300 hr on the following day,

plasma concentrations had increased to 1127.6 ± 167.5 (P < .05, paired t-test),
and remained at levels insignificantly different from the controls throughout
the remainder of the pressure exposure period.

Four hours following LBPP

cessation, aldosterone was only slightly reduced to 1013.2 ± 109, (not
significant change) and by a full day of recovery was measured in the control
range, at 1228 ± 162 pg/ml.

Alterations in plasma osmolality with 4-day LBPP

Table III lists plasma osmolality measured in the same plasma samples
used to determine PK and PAld .

After 24 hours of LBPP, PQsm was

increased by an average of 12 m0sm/kg H20 (P< .05), and it remained at this
level until 24 hours after the LBPP stimulus was removed.

Combined mean pre-

and 24 hr-recovery values were lower (298 ± 2) than 3 day mean LBPP values
(Days 2, 3, and 4 of LBPP - 306 ± 2.6; P < .05) -
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Figure 21.

Responses of plasma aldosterone and potassium
(x±SE) to prolonged LBPP (n=5) in comparison
and 4 and 24 hr post, control values. Plasma
drawn during the same studies as shown in the
figures.
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Table III - Plasma osmolality - 4 day LBPP stimulus
Experiment
1

2

3

4

5

-1

298

296

294

293

292

294.6 ± 1.1

+7

291

—

286

297

302

294.0 ± 3.5

+23

297

303

318

303

312

306.6 ±3.7

+47

285

311

303

312

319

306.0 ± 5.8

+71

291

304

318

301

313

305.4 ± 4.7

R+4

293

314

320

305

301

306.6 ± 4.7

R+24

297

300

315

301

296

301.8 ± 3.4

x ± S.E.

Hours of
LBPP

Food and water consumption

Average daily water consumption increased by nearly 100% by day 2 of
LBPP exposure, whereas food intake was not significantly changed (Fig. 22).
Water consumption averaged 67 ± 6 ml/day in the 3 days of control (day 3 is
the control day shown in all of the previous figures in this study).

During

the latter three days of lower body positive pressure, intake increased to
114 ± 8 ml/day (P< .001).

Drinking remained elevated over the first 24 hours

of recovery from LBPP.
In contrast food consumption did not increase significantly in the
pressure period (3 day control mean - 28.7 ± 2.3 gm/day, 3 day LBPP mean 34.3 ± 2.9 gm/day, p=1.5).

Although there was an apparent tendency towards

increasing food intake in the successive days of the experiment, linear
regression analysis proved this trend to be insignificant.
Ill

LOWER BODY POSITIVE PRESSURE

DRY OF EXPERIMENT

Figure 22.

Mean daily fluid and water consumption (x± SE) (n=5)
before, during, and after four-day exposure to LBPP.
Each experimental day as indicated in the figure ex¬
tends from 1400 hour. Day 3, (1 day prior to the onset
of LBPP) is equivalent to the 24-hr pre-control period
displayed in the previous four figures.
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Daily food and electrolyte balances were calculated using oral intake
and urinary output data.

For fluid out values, modifications were made to

account for approximate insensible (50 ml/kg/day) and fecal losses, as well as
small volumes lost from the drinking bottle but not consumed (i.e. when the
animal rubbed next to the water spout).
each of the urine volume values.

This amounted to adding 34 ml/day to

Fig.23 shows the cumulative balances for

K*

sodium, and water, and Table IV gives the input/output and net change data for
each day of the study.

The largest total body potassium loss occurred in the

first 24 hours of LBPP falling by -2.4±.9 mEq/1 (Table IV).Minimal further
changes in K+ balance were found throughout the remainder of the pressure
stimulus period.

Removal of LBPP produced a reversal with a

positive potassium balance of +2.1 ± .3 mEq/1 , correcting the net cumulative
balance to +.7 mEq/1

( Fig. 23).

TABLE IV - Fluid and Electrolyte Balance - 4-Day LBPP

4

R+l

4.2+ .5

5.1 + .9

4.5±.8

3.7± .4

4.4±.9

3.8+.6

2.4±.3

-2 .4+ .9

+.84±.7

-.24+1.0

+1.3+1.0

+2.1+.3

2.1± .2

1.9+.3

2.3+ .3

2.1±.3

2.6+. 5

2.3±.4

.74± .3

5.6+ .4

2.5+ .5

2.1 + .4

2.7+.2

.47 + . 1

+1.36± .4

-3.7+ .5

-.2+.6

0.0+.5

- .1 + .5

+1.83+ .4

-1

1

INPUT

4.3+ .4

3.8+ . 5

4.5±.6

OUTPUT

5.3± .6

6.2+ .8

NET

-. 9±. 7

INPUT
Na+ OUTPUT

K+

NET

INPUT
h2o OUTPUT
NET

71.2+10.6

55.4+8.3

2

3

107 .6+8.9

138.0±9.7

94.0±.18

124.0±11

70.3± 7

101.9± 7

95.7+ 14

96.7± 15

91.8± 6

70.0± 7

+0.9+ 13

-46.5+ 11

+11.9+ 16

+41.3± 18

+2.2±.9

+54.0± 13
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Figure 23.

Cumulative daily sodium, potassium, and water balances
throughout the four-day LBPP study. Electrolyte balances
were determined using food consumption and urinary output
measurements. Water balance also took into account esti¬
mations of insensible losses. C-l denotes the 24-hr pre¬
control period, and R-l the first recovery day. Each day
extends from 1400 hr as in the previous figure.
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A net soduim loss of -3.7 mEq/1 was achieved on the first day of LBPP,
and this negative balance was sustained primarily unchanged throughout LBPP
exposure.

Recovery to a net decrease of only -.8 was found after pressure

termination.
In contrast to net electrolyte losses, which once induced appeared to
persist throughout LBBP, water balance was most negative in the first 24 hours
of lower body positive pressure, and gradually recovered towards a net fluid
gain by the latter two days of exposure.

The recovery period was marked by a

net increase in water intake of approximately 50 ml.
LBPP stimulation for four consecutive days was associated with a It fall
in average total body weight (P <

.02).

Mean weight prior to experimental

study was 986 ± 48 gm; weights measured upon removal from the chair apparatus,
24 hrs after LBPP termination averaged 916 ±52 gm.

-
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Food deprivation in an animal undergoing prolonged LBPP exposure

In one of the animals used in the previous study, food was removed after
24 hours of LBPP.

The results are shown in Figure 24. U^V increased

acutely with the onset of LBPP, and as in the six experiments of the previous
series, decreased spontaneously during the first 12 hours of lights-off.
However, rather than increasing on the subsequent day, U
low in the absense of oral food intake.

V remained very

A diuretic responce to LBBP was

observed acutely that peaked at 00oo-4o0, approximately 10 to 12 hours
after the onset of pressure.

V remained elevated on the second day as well;

unlike UM V, however at O400-O600 hr, V fell to zero and the animal
became oliguric.
shock.

At the time marked (S), the animal was found in hypovolemic

Plasma aldosterone levels decreased after LBBP initiation, however the

level was well above normal range at the time (1 hr before) the animal was
removed from the chamber.

Due to the outcome of this experiment and the near

death of the animal (this animal was successfully revived with treatment with
D10W-NS), this protocol was not reproduced, and the study remains a single
case report.
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FOOO DEPRIVED

Figure 24.

Urinary sodium and volume excretion, and plasma aldosterone
in an animal food deprived during exposure to 48 continuous
hours of LBPP.
Food was removed 24 hrs after the onset of
LBPP. At 1400 hr on the second day of LBPP, the animal was
noted in a state of hypovolemic shock ( S ), and the experi¬
ment terminated. Vertical lines mark both 0800 and 2000 hr
times, and the LD 12:12 cycle is indicated by the hatch marks
above each graph.
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DISCUSSION

Exposure to four consecutive days of lower body positive pressure induced
alterations in several urinary and hormonal variables suggesting
of both acute and more chronic responses.

the presence

Most notable in this regard was the

natriuresis which rose maximally at the start of LBBP, in a manner similar to
that observed with four hour pulses, (compare to Fig. 25 - data from fig. 8
with K+ data added), yet then
of the initial peak

response.

proceeded to decline to a level less than 30%
U^V also showed evidence of an early

change with LBBP initiation, followed by a return to control rates throughout
the latter days of pressure exposure.

In contrast, alterations in both V and

Uosm seemed sustained at a stable mean level throughout the entire LBBP
period without any evidence of chronic adaptive changes.

Each of the

variables were markedly influence by the circadian timing system.
The sustained diuretic responses noted throughout LBBP exposure were
somewhat unexpected in light of findings of prolonged bedrest and head-down
tilt studies (where a diuresis is often transient ), and data from spaceflight
(20,118,119) (where a diuresis

has not been documented).

Bedrest studies

have generally demonstrated a diuresis within the first few days (usually 3
days) of recumbency, at which time the response spontaneously declines and no
further increases in magnitude are induced (61,88,156,157).

During a recent

24 hour, -50 head-down tilt study (143) urine flow was noted to be
significantly higher in the first 8 hrs than during the subsequent 16 h. (no
mention of circadian timing influences were made.)

Associated hemodynamic

changes such as a 2.2 cmH^O increase in CVP were noted within 30 minutes yet
returned to control levels within 90 minutes of head-down tilt.

The

investigators ascribed the rapid resolution of CVP to increases in tissue
filtration, urine production, and vascular distensibi1ity; although evidence
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DAY

NIGHT

Time of Day <hrs>

Figure 25.

Urinary responses to daytime and nighttime 4-hour LBPP
exposure.
Data is from Fig. 8, with the addition of the
responses in potassium excretion, also measured in those
earlier studies.
These results are reproduced here to
permit ease in comparing them to the long-term responses.
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in favor of the latter explanation has been conflicting (44,45,63).

Comparing

their results to those of water inmersion studies in which stable increases of
CVP have been reported (5), they noted that this latter stimulus would prevent
return shifts of intrathoracic vascular fluid back to the periphery, so that
any adaptive reflex relaxation changes in the peripheral capacitance vessels
would be negated (45,143).

Thus the only way to reduce the stimulus effect on

central volume would be via a prolonged diuresis and eventual fall in plasma
volume.
LBBP presents a continous stimulus to the lower extremities, but unlike
**»

head-out water inmersion, the upper limbs and torso remain under normal
atmospheric pressure.

Not only does this eliminate the transthroracic

pressure gradient associated with water inmersion (estimated at eqivalent to
negative pressure breathing at -20 cmH^O, (14)) but it allows peripheral
tisssue perfusion and vascular capicitance changes to occur above the waist.
Yet if such changes occur, they are apparently not able to sufficiently
counter the stimulus of LBBP-induced central thoracic volume expansion.
Monkeys were provided water ad.lib., and in the setting of acute daytime
LBBP (Fig. 9) were noted to decrease drinking.

In the long term studies,

drinking was slightly reduced in the first 24 hours of LBBP, however by day 2,
fluid intake increased markedly.

It seems likely that the inital marked

diuresis and natriuresis induced a state of volume depletion sufficient to
trigger the thirst control center of the hypothalamus and enhance fluid
intake.
LBBP.

Consistent with this is the increase in Pgsm observed by day 2 of
With fluid intake enhanced, the animal could sustain a

high-input/output state thus was able to maintain the diuresis throughout the
pressure period.

Unlike the studies using 4-hour LBPP stimuli, termination of

prolonged exposure was followed by an acute antidiuresis and antinatiuresis
with no rise in fluid intake.

This reemphasizes the importance of volume
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balance status of the role of drinking to the urinary response patterns during
recovery from LBPP.

It is possible that if fluid restructions had been

imposed during the 4-day study, V would have decreased spontaneously by the
latter part of the four day LBBP exposure.
The initial exposure in

v

following the onset of LBBP was similar to

elevations noted previously to daytime 4-hr stimuili (Fig. 25).

The

subsequent spontaneous decline in excretion took on the characteristics of an
exponential decay with a long time constant.

Prolonged bedrest studies have

noted a natriuresis during the first few days of recumbency, but thereafter,
sodium balance becomes only slightly negative while

decreases to normal

or below normal levels (27,61,88).
In our studies, although

V response decreased after 12-24 hrs, mean

excretion remained at an average 3-times normal throughout LBBP.

As in the

case of fluid volume, a state of high imput/output sodium balance was achieved
which sustained the natriuresis.

When food was removed, LBPP exposure

appeared to continue to stimulate a reflex diuresis and natriuresis until a
marked state of hypovolemia was produced.

At this point, hyperaldosteronism

oliguria and shock characterized the volume and electrolyte status.

Thus the

importance of adequate intake to the persistance of a natriuretic response was
demonstrated.

Of the various efferent reflex mechanisms suggested to play a

role in the acute natriuresis of central volume expansion, including

reduced

efferent renal nerve activity, increases in renal prostaglandins, decreased in
angiotensin I and renin, changes in intrarenal hemoperfusion, and secretion of
natriuretic factor, few could likely induce a response that had a decay
constant on the order of 3 to 4 days.
One possible explanation for the gradual diminution of the natriuretic
response is that the central volume receptors responsible for originating the
afferent neural signal undergo some gradual altered sensitivity to prolonged
121

stimulation.

This mechanism has been suggested to explain the absence of

volume receptor reflex urinary changes in congestive heart failure, and
several studies have reported diminished receptor sensitivity and responses to
altered blood volume in experimentally induced heart failure (81,194).
However, the comparisons between normal and congestive failure responses in
these studies may be biased by the experimental stimulus used (78).

In the

present study, LBBP induced continuous responses in both V and Uq

If

receptor adaptation (diminished sensitivity) played a significant role in the
gradual fall of U^V, then this would imply that different receptors were
involved in mediating the diuresis and fall in UQsm.

At the present time,

further study is needed to ascertain to what extent if any, chronic
stimulation alters the response characterization of central vascular volume
receptors.
Beyond the stretch receptors, altered stimulation responses of central
nervous system brainstem and/or hypothalamic nuclei may have produced the
prolonged decrease in
hypothesis, however.

V.

Finally it is possible that some end organ response that

initially yielded the rise in
continous activation.

There is little evidence to support this

V may become chronically adapted to

Humoral rather than neurovascular control would seem

more likely in light of the slow time course (37,109,123).
Unlike the changes in U^V produced by 4-hour LBBP stimuli, (Fig. 25),
prolonged exposure did induce a significant kaliuresis.

The difference

appeared to stem from the stimulus duration, for the maximal excretion rate
achieved was not higher than peak (mid-day) control rates; however it was
sustained for a greater than usual period of time and produced a net
kaliuresis.
Net potassium loss was principally incurred at the start of LBBP and a
negative balance was

maintained throughout the presssure period.
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contrasts to findings of Fuller et al. (61), who demonstrated that net K+
loss was most marked towards the latter portion of nine-day recumbency study.
However, U^v did not undergo any significant changes in this report, and
UK was actually lower during bedrest than in the ambulatory control period.
Thus the net negative K+ balance was due more to dietary reductions.
Studies in man using head-out water immersion have demonstrated a dependence
of the characteristics of a kaliuresis on the prior sodium balance (48,50).
Sodium depleted subjects (10 mEq Na+/day) desplayed a persistent (although
declining) kaliuresis after 6 hours of immersion, whereas U^V abated after 4
hours of immersion in sodium replete subjects (150 mEq Na+/day).

The

squirrel monkeys consumed an average of 2.1 mEq/kg/day of sodium, and were in
a state of positive Na+ balance prior to LBBP, thus they were sodium replete
by the above criteria.

Therefore a spontaneous fall in U^V after several

hours might be anticipated, and this was observed, althought somewhat more
delayed than in case of immersed human subjects.
In the studies on long term LBBP, loss of urinary K+ and the inital
development of negative potassium balance, was co-incident with a fall in
plasma K+ concentration of 14%.

The decrease in plasma K+ persisted in

spite of a subsequent return of U^V to normal rates.

Studies from the

Skylab missions have documented a fall in total body potassium upon recovery,
yet inflight U^V measurements were elevated in 2 of 9 astronauts (and by
only 20% in those two men (118,119,144)).

A hypothesis was forwarded that in

response to hypovolemia induced early in the mission aldosterone secretion was
enhanced (indicated by elevated urinary aldosterone excretion inflight) and
thus increased a potassium loss (117).

Some support for this mechanism has

been provided in prolonged bedrest studies (27,131).
However, in the present studies it is unlikely that alsosterone played a
major role in the acute (24 hr) urinary (or plasma) responses to central
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vascular expansion induced by LBBP.

The initial sustained elevation in 0 v

was associated with a fall rather than an increase in plasma aldosterone, and
while potassium excretion returned to control (lower) rates, aldosterone
levels increased.

Instead, the most probable explanation for the kaliuresis

we observed would seem to be that U^V was promoted by the high urine flows
and enhanced sodium delevery to the distal renal tubules induced by LBBP
(67,79).

A similar mechanism is thought to explain urinary potassium loss

during administration of many diuretic agents (42).

The principle rise in

UKV was concomitant with the initial diurectic and maximal natriuretic
responses.

Plasma K+ decreased to a new plateau within 24 hours, at which

time the kaliuresis abated, perhaps as a result of the negative net K+
balance. U^,V did not decrease enough so as to recover the net K+ losses,
and this may have related to two factors; one, the continued presence of a
brisk diuresis, and two, the gradual return of aldosterone to control levels.
In the latter days of the LBBP period, two conflicting stimuli would
appear to account for the observed levels of plasma aldosterone.

Hypokalemia

induced by the inital kaliuresis and sustained by high urine outputs would
tend to suppress aldosterone, whereas the hypovolemia associated with the
continued diuresis and natriuresis (plasma osmolality was persistently greater
than control levels) would tend to stimulate secretion.

Thus the "normal"

plasma aldosterone levels observed in our experiments, as well perhaps as in
spaceflight (119), might represent hyposecretion relative to terms of volume
homeostasis, and relative hypersecretion with respect to plasma potassium
regulation.
Throughout the entire duration of LBBP, UQSm remained decreased at a
level of 60% of the control osmolality.

Plasma AVP samples were not made in

these studies (in addition to aldosterone samples) because of the large

-
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volumes of plasma that would have been required, thus it is not known whether
suppression of AVP secretion persisted throughout the four days of LBBP.
Although studies have demonstrated a significant decrease in urinary ADH
excretion after as much as 5-6 hours of head-out water irmersion (57) very few
studies have examined long term responses of AVP to central vascular expansion
stimuli.

Data from the Skylab missions were complicated by various

enviromental conditions and stresses affecting fluid and electrolyte balance.
Variation between missions was considerable, however, in general a significant
decrease in urinary ADH excretion was observed without any significant change
in volume excretion (118,119).

Yet Uq

was elevated by 13% most notably in

the early phase (1st week) of the missions.
the spaceflights.

Plasma ADH was not determined in

Nixon et.al. (143) using 24 hr. -5° head-down tilt

recently documented a slight decrease in plasma ADH which spontaneously
returned to control baseline levels after 6 to 8 hours of tilt.

These changes

however, were not statistically significant, and others (187) have not been
able to demonstrate any change in plasma ADH with 24 hr -5° tilt.
Previous studies of the urinary responses to 4 hour LBBP stimuli both in
and not in the presence of DDAVP have demonstrated that a fall in Ugsm is
not solely dependent on levels of anti-diuretic hormone activity.

An argument

can be made for a dilution of the medullary interstitial concentrating
gradient with the initial natriuresis and diuresis of LBBP.

The decrease in

U0sm at thl's ^me wou1d represent both the action of lowered ADH levels, as
well as enhanced urine flow and distal sodium delivery.

Persistence of the

diuresis and natriuresis (although somewhat reduced) would likely prevent the
concentrating gradient to recover, thus producing a dilute urine, independent
of longitudinal AVP changes.

Although a prompt antidiuresis, antinatriuresis,

and anti kali uresis occurred with the termination of LBBP, Uq^ recovered
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quite slowly, supporting the existence of an altered and not immediately
reversible state such as a change in medullary osmolarity.
Circadian variations have been shown to exert a significant control on
urinry fluid electrolyte excretion and several plasma hormones in the squirrel
monkey and in man (6,25,66,114,139,140).

Yet little attention has been made

to the possible contribution of their oscillations to the urinary responses to
prolonged bedrest, head-down tilt, or weightlessness.

Both the natriuresis

and diuresis of LBBP displayed marked diurnal rhythms; nighttime excretion
rates were persistently lower, consistent with the earlier demonstration of
nocturnal suppression of these responses to four-hour LBBP stimuli.

In both

variables the amplitude of the variations increased with the exposure to
LBBP.

Not only did LBBP appear to establish a high homeostatic set point for

volume and sodium input and output, but the magnitude of circadian variability
was also heightened.

Many recent studies have implicated nuclei of the

hypothalamus in the generation of circadian rhythms (135,136,156).
Stimulation of central vascular receptors have been shown to influence
inhibitor!ally paraventricular and supraoptic nuclei of the hypothalamus,
thereby affecting ADH secretion (104,111,124,132), and the lateral
hypothalamus, thereby altering thirst (132).

It seems possible that similar

neural pathways might mediate the enhancement of circadian rhythmicity.

The

LBBP stimulus did not appear to significantly alter the circadian period.
Short term LBBP exposure studies found nearly identical decreases in
^Osm

both day anc* nighttime stimulation.

Although long term exposure

revealed diurnal variations in UQsm with maximal urine concentraion occuring
at night, the amplitude of these changes was generally less than 6% of the
baseline osmolality, and not statistically significant.
shows that similar slight mean increase in Uq
nighttime controls as well.
-
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Review of figure 25

was observed with the

.

The animals in this study did not undergo any daily changes in posture;
hemodynamics, although not measured in these experiments, were previously
found in a similar setting not to display significant diurnal variations.
Urinary creatinine clearance was not measured, and it is impossible to say
what effect circadian variation in GFR may have played in mediating the
observed rhythms in

v,

V. and U^V.

It would seem unlikely

(particulartly in light of the homeostatic controls usually in operation, i.e
glomerulartubular balance) that the relatively large amplitutude persistent
urinary rhythms could be explained by changes in GFR or RBF unless these
parameters were markedly altered.

Thus the diurnal oscillations would seem

most likely to be mediated by the humoral control systems known to exert
control on electrolytes and fluid rhythms such as cortisol, aldosterone,
antidiuretic hormone, renin, and perhaps a natriuretic factor.
Figure 26 is a summary diagram for the acute and adaptive changes
observed with 96 hour LBPP in the conscious squirrel monkey.

Our current

evidence supports the hypothesis that the diuresis and natriuresis are
sustained by the development of a high-input high-output state, and that
alterations in U^v, UQsm, and PK are primarily acute changes that are
maintained via the persistent elevations in UNqV and V.

Aldosterone may

play a role in sustaining the potassium loss, as well as enhancing chronic
increases in U^. V.

Current knowledge is not sufficient to explain the long

term decay of the natriuretic response, but gradual changes in hormonal
mediating factors or end organ sensitivity are suggested.
Several differences and similarities mark the long term fluid and
electrolyte responses to LBBP from data collected under weightless conditions
and many have already been individually noted.

LBPP appears to provide a

model for the kaliuresis of spaceflight, although it undermines the suggested
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ADDITIONAL
K+ LOSS

Figure 26.

Summary diagram for the acute and chronic adaptive
changes in urinary output observed during four-day
continuous exposure to LBPP. The influence of the
circadian timing system ( dash lines ) is shown as
being possibly mediated via humoral efferents,
ultimately effecting the natriuretic and diuretic
responses to LBPP.
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role of alsosterone as a mediator of these changes.

Quite unlike spaceflight,

a persistent diuresis of dilute urine is noted with LBPP, and this may
partially relate to prior (and inflight) differences in fluid and soduim
balance and dietary intake.

It was found that the kaliuresis and marked

natriuresis of LBBP was confined primarily to the first 24 hours of the
stimulus.

The lack of data from this period from space missions may explain

some of the differences between studies during weightlessness, and those
utlizing acute ground-based analogs.

Total body weight loss, and negative

electrolyte balances were seen with LBBP after 4 days, and as noted in
spaceflights were reversible within 24 to 72 hours after recovery.
There are other differences between the LBBP stimulus and spaceflight.
At no time prior to LBBP were animals exposed to effective +Gz forces
stimulating the take-off and vertical ascent of spacecraft.

Although this is

a short (5-10 minutes) stimulus, its effects on the initial responses to
weightlessness is unknown.

Lack of G forces in space alters the bonemuscle

weight bearing stress, and has been shown to significantly increase urinary
calcium, phosphorous, nitrogen, and hydroxyproline excretion as a result of
musculoskeletal deconditioning (189).

Confirmation of bone demineralization

(186) and biostereometric evidence of leg volume loss due in part to muscle
atrophy (190) have been reported.

These changes are not simulated by LBBP,

and the extent to which they may alter the fluid and electrolyte balance
changes in space as compared to ground-simulations is not known.

Further

resolution of these questions and issues must await the opportunity offered by
NASA's space shuttle program, to examine in detail the early fluid and
electrolyte responses to weightlessness.
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